NOTICE AND AGENDA
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, 120 108TH AVE,
TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
AUGUST 1, 2017 AT 6:00 PM
Welcome to the City of Treasure Island Commission Meeting. If you wish to speak on a topic which is on today’s agenda, a
speaker’s form [available in the rear of the room] must be completed and given to the City Clerk. Please do not address the
Commission from your seat, but rather from the podium where your comments can be heard by all and recorded as required by
Florida law. Unscheduled topics may be presented under the Public Comments section of the agenda.

A. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
B. ROLL CALL
Robert Minning
Deborah Toth
Larry Lunn
Ralph Kennedy
Ken Keys

Mayor
Commissioner, District 1
Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Commissioner, District 3
Commissioner, District 4

C. PROCLAMATIONS, RECOGNITIONS, CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
1. Treasure Island/Madeira Beach Chamber of Commerce EPIC Award Presentation

D. PUBLIC COMMENTS
E. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
1.

Approval of July 18, 2017 Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting Minutes

2.

Approval of July 18, 2017 Board of Commissioners Regular Workshop Minutes

F. APPROVAL OF REGULAR AND WORKSHOP AGENDAS
G. CONSENT AGENDA
H. ITEMS OF BUSINESS
1. Atkins Causeway Project Update
2. Motion to Appoint a Voting Delegate for the Florida League of Cities’ 91st Annual Conference
3. Consideration of Ord. 17-15, Amendment to the Leave No Trace Ordinance - First Reading
4. Consideration of Res. 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company
5. Consideration of Res. 17-85, Acceptance of Quote for Mity-Lite Tables for Facilities Tables
6. Consideration of Res. 17-89, Creation of Fire Inspector / Firefighter Position and the Purchase of
New Fire Inspection Vehicle
7. Consideration of Res. 17-94, Authorizing the Continued Use of the City’s Four Commercial
Recycling Drop-Off Sites
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8. Consideration of Res. 17-90, New Recycling Rate Effective October 2, 2017
9. Consideration of Res. 17-92, Proposed Property Tax Millage Rate for FY 2018

I.

ADJOURNMENT

For any person desiring to appeal any decision made by the board, agency, or commission with respect to any matter considered at
such meeting or hearing, he or she will need a record of the proceedings, and that, for such purpose, he or she may need to ensure
that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be
based [F.S. 286.0105]. NOTE: Any transcript shall be requested and made by the individual requesting same at his or her own
expense. Therefore, a court reporter may be desired or required accordingly.
Any person with a disability who needs any accommodation in order to participate in this proceeding is entitled to assistance at no
cost. Please contact the Office of the City Clerk in writing at 120 108th Avenue, Treasure Island, FL, 33706 or by phone at (727) 5474575 at least two working days prior to the meeting to advise what assistance is needed.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR MEETING
MINUTES
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, 120 108TH AVE,
TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
JULY 18, 2017 AT 6:00 PM
The meeting was called to order at 6:00 PM by Mayor Robert Minning

B. ROLL CALL
Attendee Name
Robert Minning
Deborah Toth
Larry Lunn
Ralph Kennedy
Ken Keys

Title
Mayor
Commissioner, District 1
Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Commissioner, District 3
Commissioner, District 4

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent

Arrived

C. PROCLAMATIONS, RECOGNITIONS, CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
1. Proclamation for Donna White, President of Treasure Island Historical Society
Mayor Minning asked Donna White to join him at the podium where he presented her with a proclamation
for her 10 years as President of the Treasure Island Historical Society.
Ms. White noted that the Historical Society has more items to display.
Mayor Minning encouraged everyone to attend the next Historical Society fundraiser. Carol Coward
mentioned the next fundraiser and announced the next meeting is August 8th.

D. PUBLIC COMMENTS
Mel Lenehan, Sunset Beach
Ms. Lenehan discussed customer portal software for permitting departments because the City is in the
process of getting new software. She suggested to find out what the software other cities are using. Ms.
Lenehan mentioned Habitat for Humanity and voluntary measures available to assist citizens with code
violations on their property, in lieu of fining them. She said the City should look into purchasing a drone
for assistance with post-disaster assessment. She discussed the Penny for Pinellas and that the City
should receive more funding from the County. Ms. Lenehan noted that Treasure Island is one of two
cities that owns a bridge. She believes the State is discriminating by not assuming responsibility the
bridge. She commented that Ms. Davis is doing very well as Interim City Manager and does not want her
to get burned out, so she suggested hiring a temp to help her out.

E. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
1.

Approval of June 20, 2017 Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting Minutes
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Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:00 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

A. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

E.1

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

Approval of June 20, 2017 Board of Commissioners Regular Workshop Minutes

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

ACCEPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn, Kennedy
Keys

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:00 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

2.

ACCEPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn, Kennedy
Keys

F. APPROVAL OF REGULAR AND WORKSHOP AGENDAS
Mayor Minning noted two proposed deletions on the workshop: items #6 (Request to Host 5K Run to
Benefit Elizabeth M. Vasti Memorial Fund) and #10 (East Causeway Discussion) because additional work
needed to be done.
Commission consensus approved the changes suggested by the Mayor.

G. CONSENT AGENDA
1. Conflict Waiver Letter from Lewis, Longman & Walker, PA
Attorney Cowan briefly noted her firm, Lewis, Longman and Walker, was contacted to represent the
Clearwater Marine Aquarium, which prompted the request for this waiver.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

ACCEPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn, Kennedy
Keys

H. ITEMS OF BUSINESS
MM noted the members of the audience were welcome to
1. Consideration of Res. 17-87, Selection of an Executive Search Firm to Aid in the Recruitment and
Selection of a City Manager
Mayor Minning asked Ms. Poirrier to present information on this item. Ms. Poirrier noted that at
Commission's direction, staff developed and advertised a Request for Proposal (RFP) for executive
recruitment services for a City Manager. She described the RFP process, the Evaluation Committee
members’ participation, and that the Committee was unanimous to recommend award of the RFP to Colin
Baenziger and Associates (CB&A).
Mayor Minning discussed the timeline and mentioned dates in October for Commission one-on-one
interviews. He asked what to expect afterward and Ms. Poirrier responded that once the Commission
reaches consensus and selects a candidate to anticipate time to negotiate a contract, for the candidate to
provide notice to his or her employer and/or time to relocate; which she estimated could take
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approximately one to two months.
Commissioner Kennedy asked about the turnaround time if CB&A were to be chosen and if there would
be a requirement for the candidate to be a member of ICMA. Ms. Poirrier provided a rough outline of the
timeframe and explained the awarded firm would meet with the Commission for a needs assessment and
to determine candidate requirements. Commissioner Kennedy inquired if CB&A was the lowest bid and
Ms. Poirrier responded they were not, however CB&A was the most qualified.
Commissioner Lunn stated he was impressed with the bid presentation by CB&A. Ms. Poirrier noted they
have much more recruitment experience in Florida compared to the lowest bidder.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:00 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Commissioner Kennedy asked if there was a reluctance for City Managers to submit their application due
to public records law. He mentioned an email he received that shared this concern. Ms. Poirrier
responded that Florida has a very broad Sunshine Law and there is no way to work around this. She
assured him that the firm would be required to find the best fit for the City Manager. She commented that
CB&A offered if the Commission is unhappy with the final selection, they would complete the search
again for free and that there is a warranty for the applicant's retention.
Commissioner Lunn inquired when a submitted application becomes a public record and Ms. Poirrier
responded once it is submitted.
Commissioner Toth commented she liked the retention period of previously placed City Managers by
CB&A and observed the meeting minutes reflected the City Commissions were still happy with the placed
City Managers.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

APPROVED [3 TO 1]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn
Kennedy
Keys

2. Consideration of Ord. 17-03, Imposing a Temporary Moratorium on the Establishment and
Operation of Medical Marijuana Dispensing Facilities and Treatment Centers for a Period of 180
Days - 1st Reading & Public Hearing
Mayor Minning opened the public hearing for public comment at 6:26 PM.
Kim L., did not provide a public speaker card
She stated that her son has epilepsy and asked what the City hopes to accomplish by establishing a
moratorium.
Attorney Cowan explained that the purpose of this Ordinance is to place a temporary moratorium for time
to put meaningful regulations in place. She stated the Florida Department of Health created regulations
regarding cultivating and processing, but did not address municipal land use and zoning.
Mayor Minning closed the public hearing at 6:28 PM.
Commissioner Toth stated she would like to see a timeline in order to produce a meaningful use of the
180 days. Attorney Cowan replied that like other land use items there will be multiple public hearings and
encouraged public participation in the process.
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RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

FIRST READING & PUBLIC HEARING [UNANIMOUS]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Ralph Kennedy, Commissioner, District 3
Minning, Toth, Lunn, Kennedy
Keys

3. Consideration of Ord. 17-06, Amending Chapter 8, Article IV, Section 8-79 and 8-80. – Permit
Requirements and Inspections; by providing an associated fee schedule - 2nd Reading & Public
Hearing

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:00 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Attorney Cowan noted that there were two typographical errors in the Ordinance document that were
corrected: "to this Code" was removed from Section 1 and Section 2; and Section 4 and Section 5 were
renumbered to make them sequential with the other sections. She clarified the substance of the
Ordinance was not changed.
Mayor Minning opened the public hearing for public comment at 6:31 PM; seeing no commenters, the
Mayor closed the public hearing at 6:31PM.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Larry Lunn, Ken Keys
Ralph Kennedy, Commissioner, District 3
Minning, Toth, Lunn, Kennedy
Keys

4. Consideration of Ord. 17-07, Amendment to Chapter 14, Elections - 2nd Reading & Public
Hearing
Mayor Minning opened the public hearing at 6:32 PM for public comment; seeing none he closed the
public hearing at 6:32 PM.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
ABSENT:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Larry Lunn, Ralph Kennedy
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn, Kennedy
Keys

5. Consideration of Res. 17-73, Award of a Contract to Kessler Consulting, Inc. Pertaining to Solid
Waste Reduction and Recycling Programs
Commissioner Kennedy stated he reviewed the background that staff and the City Manager have not
been policing the safety training. He stated he is completely against this item as he feels that this training
falls under the purview of the City Manager and senior staff.
Mayor Minning agreed with Commissioner Kennedy, however found this initiative as a method to achieve
better results with a third party’s objective perspective. He stated it was worth having another set of eyes
to offer suggestions so the staff could change the culture. He acknowledged this is important.
Commissioner Toth agreed with Mayor Minning about another set of eyes and added that another
perspective and overview was a good idea.
Commissioner Lunn stated it is difficult to criticize your own work, so an outside party would be helpful to
identify what is done right and what is done wrong.
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Commissioner Kennedy commented that this ordinance had not been reviewed since 1985, yet brush
pickup was reviewed. He asked why staff could not collaborate and he did not understand why
outsourcing is necessary because in-house talent could handle this.
Mayor Minning asked Ms. Boyles' perspective for outsourcing this process. She responded that this will
assist staff and will ensure that the right training classes are occurring at the right frequency. Ms. Boyles
explained guidelines and some challenges because of a lack of specificity. She also addressed that this
has not been addressed since 1985 and that recycling is not included.
APPROVED [3 TO 1]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn
Kennedy
Keys

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:00 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

6. Consideration of Res. 17-74, Approval of a Work Authorization for Kessler Consulting Inc., to
Provide Updates to the City’s Sanitation Safety/Training Policies and Sanitation Ordinance, and
the Development of a Multi-family Recycling Plan
Mel Lenehan, Sunset Beach
Ms. Lenehan commented that the Public Works department generates many expenses and the City
needs to look into outsourcing the entire operation. She then reviewed recent expenses in the
department.
Commissioner Kennedy directed comments to staff and stated they need to be valued.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

I.

APPROVED [3 TO 1]
Larry Lunn, Commissioner, District 2 / Vice-Mayor
Deborah Toth, Commissioner, District 1
Minning, Toth, Lunn
Kennedy
Keys

ADJOURNMENT

Mayor Minning adjourned the meeting at 6:45 PM.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS REGULAR WORKSHOP
MINUTES
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, 120 108TH AVE,
TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
JULY 18, 2017
The meeting was called to order at 7:02 PM by Mayor Robert Minning

CITY MANAGER AND CITY ATTORNEY REPORT

Attorney Cowan advised she did not have anything at this time.
Ms. Davis announced there were board member openings. She also reminded the budget workshop was
scheduled for Wednesday, July 19, 2017 beginning at 12PM.
Mayor Minning inquired about the beach trail and Ms. Davis provided the update information.
Commissioner Kennedy asked for an update on municipal facilities. Ms. Davis responded that Harvard
Jolly would be presenting more details during the 2nd meeting in August. Commissioner Kennedy asked
about phases of this project and Ms. Davis noted there would be several stages, the first was space
needs, which would be the topic for the presentation in August.

II. DISCUSSION
1. Consideration of Res. 17-70, Wheelchair Beach Access
Mr. Tramble introduced this item as noting the City's commitment to accessibility. He asked for
Commission's direction of the three options provided by staff. He reviewed each of the three options in
detail, as well as funding and grant potential.
Commissioner Lunn inquired if the beach access mat was limited to wheelchair access only. Mr. Tramble
responded it could be utilized by strollers, walkers, and other methods.
Mayor Minning asked if staff had any discussions with Pinellas County. Mr. Tramble stated they
discussed a block grant that comes up next year, which would be available two years from now. Mayor
Minning asked about the CVB and Mr. Tramble stated they seem somewhat receptive, however
Commission guidance will assist staff narrowing down the process of pursuing funding.
Commissioner Kennedy was in favor to advance this so that the City could provide open access to water.
Commissioner Toth inquired about using a mat for special events, such as Sanding Ovations.
Mayor Minning opened the floor for public comments.
Colleen and Samantha Hernandez, 8560 W. Gulf Blvd.
Colleen Hernandez thanked staff for responding and taking this issue seriously so that families can take
their loved ones to the beach. She likes the mobi-mat idea because it provides access for everyone.
Samantha Hernandez thanked the Commission then shared she is a native Floridian and these are her
hometown beaches. She said she always carried her son, Jimmy, to the beaches but as 15 year old
young man, that is not an easy option any longer.
Mayor Minning inquired about the reclining wheelchair. Ms. Hernandez shared her son's specific needs
and why the wheelchair with a lap belt is not sufficient for her son.
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I.

E.2

Lisette Lopez, Pinellas Park resident
Ms. Lopez introduced her 6 year old son, Aidan, who has cerebral palsy. She said they go to the beach
often and that it is difficult to manage. She demonstrated how she has to maneuver to get her son to the
water at the beach. She said they want to go to the beach and enjoy their time. Ms. Lopez said she had
to prepare all day to make it to this evening's meeting and she would really appreciate the relief of easier
accessibility.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Jackie Grimes, ESE Teacher, St. Petersburg resident
Ms. Grimes mentioned that the two boys sitting with the Commission are students of hers. She
mentioned her brother is paralyzed and the difficulty of the beach wheelchair because her brother weighs
180 lbs. She sees the benefit of Treasure Island to obtain the mobi-mat. Ms. Grimes said it would also
benefit young mothers with strollers and it would also provide field trip opportunities for children in her
programs. She mentioned Surfers for Autism and Fishing for a Purpose. Ms. Grimes believed a mobimat would encourage special events and make the City unique for attracting events like Special
Olympics.
Stephanie Porch, Clearwater resident
Ms. Porch thanked the Commission for allowing their group to speak before them today. She is a teacher
at Nina Harris and noted why she is in favor of mobi-mat. She thinks of one student in particular and the
challenges when she has to take him out of his wheelchair. She mentioned that a wheelchair is the only
means of mobility for some children and that a mobi-mat allows them to remain in their personal
wheelchairs without a transfer. Ms. Porch believes that Treasure Island would be the first in Pinellas
County and that it would give the City an opportunity to be a pioneer for this cause.
Kelly Krohel and her mom, Helen Krohel
Ms. Kelly Krohel wrote a note and her mom, Helen, read it to the Commission. Helen Krohel shared that
she grew up in Indian Rocks Beach and moved to St. Petersburg. She said her husband is now in a
wheelchair and since a big part of their life was fishing, he can no longer go with Kelly. She hoped the
Commission considers this.
Ed King, 8560 W. Gulf Blvd.
Mr. King spoke in support of mobi-mat. He thought it was a progressive, innovative move and believed it
would service Pinellas, Hillsborough, and Manatee. Mr. King asked Mr. Tramble about the mobi-mats in
Miami Beach and Sarasota; how long they've been installed and how much use. Mr. Tramble said he has
received positive feedback from all users. Mr. Tramble added that in Sarasota, there is a mat that takes
users to the water and then an intersecting mat that runs parallel with the water.
Daniel Hernandez,
Mr. Hernandez mentioned he is a nurse in Florida and that mobi-mat is not just an item for the children,
that it is versatile and can be used by geriatrics.
Mayor Minning inquired about various access points in the City. He mentioned it narrows by the north
and south and asked if it would be acceptable to consider those access points. Mr. Tramble said staff did
consider those shorter areas, however needed to be mindful of Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission's
175 ft. rule; that there must be 175 feet of sandy beach between the end of the mat and the water.
Mayor Minning stated it would be a great feature to advertise for Treasure Island, however he would like
to see other entities participate in the funding.
Commissioner Toth shared the mobi-mats are great and suggested another product she was familiar with
that uses interlocking mats.
Commissioner Lunn believes the mobi-mat is the most practical solution to the population. He said this
makes him think about a ferry system that would provide access; however, out of the three options
presented, the mobi-mat is the most practical. Commissioner Lunn stated a new wheelchair would not
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address the needs.
Commission consensus was to pursue this, funding sources, and access locations. Mayor Minning noted
that if Gulf Front Park is the selected as the place for the mat, then to take the amount of handicapped
parking into consideration. He asked Mr. Tramble to report back at the next meeting.
Commissioner Toth suggested to pursue a second wheelchair and obtain a safety belt. Commission
consensus supported Commissioner Toth’s recommendation.
MOVED FOWARD

Next: 8/1/2017 6:05 PM

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

RESULT:

2. Settlement Agreement and Release of Claims – Workshop Stipulation
Ms. Cohen introduced this item and provided the details from the staff memo.
Ken Weiss spoke at the podium and began by stating he hoped this discussion would be easy. He
observed changes since the referendum; specifically changes in administration and changes in the
Commission. He said this workshop only has to deal with one of his cases. He shared that the challenge
was with the two Comprehensive Plan elements: Future Land Use (FLU) and Coastal.
Mr. Weiss said the FLU was rejected by the electorate. He added that by not withdrawing the
amendments, then this Commission would allow a future Commission to implement changes that were
rejected. He confirmed with Paula Cohen that although the electorate rejected tall buildings, it had no
effect on the Comprehensive Plan elements.
Mr. Weiss mentioned the Coastal element and discussed a statewide study taking place to account for
sea level rise and what is being done. He contends the purpose of the legislation he referenced was to
reduce flood insurance and provide an environment more inviting to insurers.
Mr. Weiss suggested for the City Attorney to advise the Commission of the process to repeal the plan
amendments; such as a settlement agreement to withdraw the amendments. He stated the voters did not
reject the Coastal element but did reject the FLU.
Mr. Weiss discussed the settlement agreement required him to settle this matter within 48 - 72 hours. He
said he would settle the case but the decision is with the Commission on how to proceed with
reconsidering the plan amendments. He requested to have an extended time to dismiss the case.
Mr. Weiss introduced Heidi Horak. She spoke regarding height and density. Ms. Horak discussed
intensity limiters and explained they are not there anymore and demonstrated her point with blocks. She
commented there is good writing and good information in the ordinance and recommended taking the
great parts of it and using them.
Ms. Horak did not believe that constituents' intent when they voted was that this item could be brought
forth again with a future Commission. She offered to answer a few questions because she had a few
minutes left to speak.
Commissioner Kennedy asked Ms. Horak her vision for development. She replied that the ordinance does
not serve the purpose it was intended to so it should be withdrawn. She said she believes in careful
development.
Mr. Weiss also asked if the Commission had questions. Mayor Minning asked Mr. Weiss if the Coastal
element was part of this discussion and Mr. Weiss confirmed it was. Mr. Weiss explained it was because
it was part of the FLU element. He agreed with Ms. Horak regarding good language in the Ordinance and
would like to keep it.
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Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Mayor Minning commented that the Coastal element is not due until 2020 and to say the City is not in
compliance was not correct. Mr. Weiss noted that the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity’s
(DEO) instructions are to ignore the legislature and do what they instruct to do. He said there were other
complicated issues involved. Mayor Minning expressed he was not happy with the characterization. Mr.
Weiss said that was not his intent and withdrew the remark and agreed the City has until 2020.
Mayor Minning addressed Mr. Weiss’ request to extend his time to settle and reminded that the terms of
the agreement was for the City to hold this workshop discussion and Mr. Weiss’ obligation was to settle
within two days. Mr. Weiss explained two of the three cases have been dismissed. He requested an
extension because the adopted ordinance is in effect once he settles; it was suspended and
unenforceable because of his challenge. Mr. Weiss stated he had to have an extension granted that
evening.
Mayor Minning suggested to let the settlement go through, then the Commission could take up the issue
outside of the settlement agreement. Mayor Minning said he wanted to get this matter done.
Attorney Cowan observed that Mr. Weiss was permitted his 20 minutes of discussion and it was time to
find out the will of the Commission. She provided a summary regarding the three ordinances adopted,
two of which affected the Comprehensive Plan, and addressed Mr. Weiss’ comments regarding FLU.
She explained that there was no way to implement the changes because the regulations were rejected by
the electorate. Ms. Cohen added that there are no properties in the City with a Planned Development
zoning designation. Attorney Cowan provided options presented to the Commission: give direction to
repeal or amend the Ordinances, or take no action.
Mayor Minning stated he understood from Ms. Cohen that currently there are not any properties in the
City with a designation of Planned Development zoning.
Commissioner Lunn inquired about the damage of settling within 48 hours. Attorney Cowan responded
that the City had already entered into a settlement agreement and this discussion met the settlement
criteria. Commissioner Lunn stated he believed there was no damage to settling now.
Ms. Cohen reminded it takes months to go through the process.
Public Comment
Mel Lenehan, Sunset Beach
Ms. Lenehan stated that Mr. Weiss said he would settle, so he should. She mentioned there is no way of
knowing who or who is not in compliance and there should be closure on this. Ms. Lenehan thinks the
roof top should be reevaluated, shared a scenario of a real estate issue and stated the Commission
needed to determine a happy medium.
Mayor Minning asked Attorney Cowan if the Commission could decide to take no action but direct staff to
meet with Mr. Weiss and Ms. Horak to review their concerns and then report back to the Commission.
Mr. Weiss suggested that the City Attorney’s firm should write a legal opinion letter supporting her claim.
Attorney Cowan responded that no one has a vested right in or has been granted Planned Development
zoning.
Mayor Minning asked the Commission how they would like to proceed. Commissioner Lunn stated it
would be in City's best interests to work with Mr. Weiss and Ms. Horak and that he did not see any issue
with delaying the settlement.
Attorney Cowan advised that the Commission can provide direction but not take a formal action at a
workshop. She reminded that the agreement had already been signed and should be settled within 48
hours. She explained that in order to amend the settlement agreement, there would have to be an
emergency meeting sooner than 48 hours.
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Ms. Horak suggested an easy fix would be remove the height and density. Attorney Cowan replied that
would be repealing Ordinance 16-05 and that Commission could provide direction on this.
Commissioner Toth agree with repealing Ordinance 16-05.
Commission consensus was to direct staff to come back to the Commission with a revision of Ordinance
16-05 outside of the settlement agreement.
3. Consideration of Ord. 17-15, Amendment to the Leave No Trace Ordinance

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Chief Boudreau introduced this item and provided details from the cover memo. He asked for two small
changes in the ordinance: change in time and allowing an employee to remove tagged items.
Commissioner Toth asked if the additional hour would be adequate or would staff want to collect items
later in the day. Chief Boudreau responded that one hour should be enough time, however would like the
flexibility to return later if necessary.
Ms. Boyles noted there are times when staff cannot drive on beaches until they are cleared during turtle
nesting season.
Commissioner Lunn inquired if it was possible for staff to pick up the tagged items after 9:00 AM. Ms.
Boyles stated that during turtle nesting season they are not allowed on the beach.
Commission consensus was unanimous to move this item forward.
RESULT:

MOVED FORWARD

Next: 8/1/2017 6:00 PM

4. Consideration of Res. 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company
Ms. Hayduke shared that the chairs currently used are 34 years old and provided additional details from
the cover memo.
Public Comment
Mel Lenehan, Sunset Beach
Ms. Lenehan mentioned the silver chair is versatile and can be used with a lot of colors for weddings.
She noted both chair types offer lumbar support. She provided the detailed process of selection.
Commissioner Toth asked about the fabric and how they can be cleaned. Ms. Hayduke mentioned they
have fabric protection and for the auditorium use there is limited opportunity for the fabric to be damaged.
Commissioner Toth asked if the chairs would be interchangeable between facilities and Ms. Hayduke said
they were not.
Commissioner Kennedy asked about the plan for City Hall and Ms. Davis responded that would be
discussed further during the second meeting in August.
Commission consensus was unanimous to move this item forward.
RESULT:

MOVED FOWARD

Next: 8/1/2017 6:00 PM

5. Consideration of Res. 17-85, Acceptance of Quote for Mity-Lite Tables for Facilities Tables
Ms. Hayduke stated the current tables are 19 years old and provided additional details from the cover
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memo.
Commission consensus was unanimous to move this item forward.
RESULT:

MOVED FOWARD

Next: 8/1/2017 6:00 PM

6. Consideration of Res. 17-86, Request to Host 5K Run to Benefit Elizabeth M. Vasti Memorial
Fund
RETURN AT A FUTURE MEETING

Next: 8/1/2017 6:05 PM

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

RESULT:

7. Consideration of Res. 17-89, Creation of Fire Inspector / Firefighter Position and the Purchase of
New Fire Inspection Vehicle
Chief Fernandez introduced this item to the Commission and provided details from the cover memo.
Commissioner Lunn said he was in favor of this. Chief Fernandez added he felt this was long overdue
and the City needs this.
Mel Lenehan, District 4
Ms. Lenehan said it was discriminatory to only inspect businesses. She felt there should be inspections
on the residences. Regarding the vehicle, she stated Chief Fernandez should get funding for it like truck
the County donated to St. Pete Beach. She said she spoke with the Fire Chief about this previously and
expected him to address additional funding sources.
Chief Fernandez stated that he and Ms. Lenehan were talking about apples and oranges. Ms. Davis
added a point of clarification, which was that the County contributes funding because EMS services are
required to be provided.
Commission consensus was unanimous to move this item forward.
RESULT:

MOVED FOWARD

Next: 8/1/2017 6:00 PM

8. Consideration of Res. 17-90, New Recycling Rate Effective October 2, 2017
Ms. Boyles presented this item and provided details from the cover memo and presented the four options
brought before the Commission. Discussion regarding the drop sites ensued.
Commissioner Kennedy inquired about an outside firm establishing multifamily recycling program and
whether it would be an additional expense. Ms. Boyles stated it would not be an increase to the City as
the families receiving the services would be billed. Ms. Davis clarified it would be new user fees.
Commissioner Toth commented when she goes to Rosselli Park to recycle it is usually full of nonrecyclable garbage. She was in favor of option 1 and that condos should provide the recycling services.
Mayor Minning clarified that option 1 would remove the community drop sites. There was further
discussion on the conditions of community drop sites.
Commissioner Kennedy suggested going forth with options 2, 3, and 4. Ms. Boyles confirmed that those
options would be in line with the consulting firm.
Commission consensus was unanimous to go forward with options 2, 3, and 4.

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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RESULT:

MOVED FOWARD

Next: 8/1/2017 6:00 PM

9. Consideration of Res. 17-91, American Legion’s Smoker
Ms. Cohen introduced this item and provided details from staff's cover memo.
Commander Cooper spoke before the Commission and stated the American Legion’s kitchen renovations
are irrelevant to this item. He stated he is not interested in a temporary agreement as they are looking for
a long term solution.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Commissioner Kennedy inquired about parking in the alley and Ms. Cohen responded it was City
property, not an alley. Commissioner Kennedy stated he had no issue with the Legion having a smoker.
Ms. Cohen responded the issue is the regulation of non-conforming uses; that allowing the smoker
outside extended the use area because the Legion could cook inside and outside.
Commissioner Lunn inquired if this would be allowed until a kitchen facility would be constructed. Ms.
Cohen responded it was her understanding that the kitchen was still in the design phase. Commissioner
Kennedy stated that it was not Commander Cooper’s intent to resolve this with a temporary solution.
Commissioner Toth suggested to move forward with the grill in the kitchen and smoker outside.
Commissioner Kennedy suggested to move forward to allow them to lease it.
Public Comment
Mel Lenehan, District 4
Ms. Lenehan stated this is nonconforming, which created a handicap for the American Legion. She said
the City has leased parking space to hotels. She also believes it was similar to restaurants that have
been providing extended outdoor seating.
Mayor Minning asked Ms. Cohen to address conforming/nonconforming requirements. Ms. Cohen read
the code. There was additional discussion regarding possible solutions such as a lease or easement.
Attorney Cowan stated she will do additional research and then bring this item back and present her
suggestions to the Commission. There was Commission consensus on Attorney Cowan’s offer.
RESULT:

RETURN AT A FUTURE MEETING

10. East Causeway Discussion
Withdrawn from agenda.

III. OLD BUSINESS
None

IV. CITY COMMISSION REPORTS
Commissioner Toth thanked Ms. Makras for the school supply donations provided to the VA hospital as
part of the Clerk’s certification project. She announced volunteers planted 5000 sea oats the previous
weekend and noted the majority of the volunteers were city employees. She thanked the Fire
Department and Police Department personnel for attending the American Legion swearing in ceremony.

V. PUBLIC COMMENT
None

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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VI. ADJOURN

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of Jul 18, 2017 6:05 PM (APPROVAL OF MINUTES)

Mayor Minning adjourned the workshop at 10:13 PM.

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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July 18, 2017

Item No. H. 2.

DATE:

June 21, 2017

TO:

Mayor and City Commissioners

FROM:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

SUBJECT: Motion to Appoint a Voting Delegate for the Florida League of Cities’ 91st
Annual Conference
BACKGROUND
The Florida League of Cities (FLC) annual conference will be held in Orlando, FL on
August 17-19, 2017. As of the date of this memo, Commissioner Keys is the only member
of the City Commission registered to attend.

POLICY / PURPOSE
During the conference, FLC will hold a business meeting and will present resolutions for
adoption, which will determine the direction for the organization. As such, each
municipality is strongly encouraged by FLC to designate one elected official to be a voting
delegate and to participate in the decision making.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends appointing a voting delegate for the FLC annual conference by
motion:
I move to nominate ________ to represent the City of Treasure Island as the
Voting Delegate for the 2017 Florida League of Cities’ Annual Conference.

ATTACHMENT
FLC Designation of Voting Delegate Form
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM

91st Annual Conference
Florida League of Cities, Inc.
August 17-19, 2017
Orlando, Florida
It is important that each member municipality sending delegates to the Annual
Conference of the Florida League of Cities, designate one of their officials to cast their
votes at the Annual Business Session. League By-Laws requires that each municipality
select one person to serve as the municipalities voting delegate. Municipalities do not
need to adopt a resolution to designate a voting delegate.

Please fill out this form and return it to the League office so that your voting delegate
may be properly identified.
Desi2nation of Voting Delegate
Name of Voting Delegate: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Municipality of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AUTHORIZED BY:

Name

Title

Return this form to:
Gail Dennard
Florida League of Cities, Inc.
Post Office Box 1757
Tallahassee, FL 32302-1757
Fax to Gail Dennard at (850) 222-3806 or email gdennard@jlcities.com
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H.2.a

H.3.a

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
Item No. H. 3.

DATE:

July 2, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Armand J.J. Boudreau, Police Chief

SUBJECT: Ordinance 17-15, Amendment to the Leave No Trace Ordinance
BACKGROUND
On September 6, 2016, the Treasure Island City Commission amended the Code of
Ordinances, section 58-51, by prohibiting persons from leaving unattended personal
property on any public beaches between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. This
amendment was the result of increased public interest to remove unattended personal
property which was unsightly and posed a public safety risk to beachgoers. In addition,
the unattended property posed a risk to the welfare and wellbeing of our sea turtles and
other wildlife. The amended Ordinance created what is now known as the “City of
Treasure Island’s Leave No Trace Ordinance.”
POLICY / PURPOSE
The Leave No Trace Ordinance regulates unattended personal property placed
overnight on Treasure Island’s beaches to minimize affects is has on the general health,
natural beauty, public safety and the welfare and wellbeing of residents, visitors and
wildlife.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 4: Preserve, protect, and promote the City’s beach. Objective 3: To support
residents, business owners and visitors alike to be good stewards of our environment.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
The Leave No Trace Ordinance mandates the City’s law enforcement and/or code
enforcement to enforce all provisions of the amended section. Since the Leave No
Trace Ordinance was passed, Treasure Island Police Officers have been patrolling the
beaches during the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. based on calls for service and
availability. Treasure Island Police Officers affix a violation tag on unattended personal
property which is found in violation of the Leave No Trace Ordinance.
Page 1
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August 1, 2017

H.3.a

By extending the Leave No Trace time from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m., the added hour will
provide DPW staff with additional time to remove tagged personal property which has
been found in violation of the Ordinance. Additionally, to provide city staff with added
flexibility in enforcing this ordinance, the Leave No Trace Ordinance change also
includes a provision for removing unattended and tagged property at any time of the day
or night.
FUNDING
The proposed amendments would require a change in the existing ordinance signs
along the beach, the required public notices, and updated informational flyers. Staff
estimates these costs at approximately $500. Funding is available within the General
Fund contingency account (001-5191-99900).
RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends amending Chapter 58 Waterways, Article II Beaches, Section 58-51
Obstructions on the Beach Prohibited “Leave No Trace Ordinance” by extending the
hours from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and adding language authorizing the City of Treasure
Island to remove unattended and tagged personal property found in violation of the
Leave No Trace Ordinance at any time of the day or night.
ATTACHMENT
Ordinance 17-15
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However, under the current ordinance and during the sea turtle nesting season, the
Department of Public Works (DPW) is unable to remove abandoned, tagged property
from the beach between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. This is because the
beach has to be cleared every morning from May 1st to October 31st by the sea turtle
surveyors before the beach can be driven on, per the City’s renourishment permit. The
surveyors have several beaches to clear and cannot begin until a half hour before
dawn, at the earliest. In addition, except for public safety purposes, vehicles are not
permitted on the beach after sunset during nesting season.

H.3.a

ORDINANCE NO. 17-15

WHEREAS, the City Commission of the City of Treasure Island enacted the
current Leave No Trace Ordinance on September 6, 2016; and
WHEREAS, the current Leave No Trace Ordinance prohibits leaving unattended
property on the beaches in Treasure Island between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00
a.m.; and
WHEREAS, beach access by vehicles is restricted during marine turtle nesting
season which limits the City’s ability to remove unattended personal property found in
violation of the Leave No Trace Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, extending the hours of the Leave No Trace Ordinance from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 a.m. allows for additional flexibility in the enforcement of the ordinance; and
WHEREAS, the City affixes a violation tag on personal property found in violation
of the Leave No Trace Ordinance, and may remove the tagged personal property; and
WHEREAS, authorizing the City to remove and discard unattended and tagged
personal property at any time of the day or night would allow for enhanced enforcement
of the ordinance; and
WHEREAS, The City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration,
has determined that amending the Leave No Trace Ordinance is in the best interest of
the City of Treasure Island.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES ORDAIN THAT:
Section 1. The purpose of this Ordinance is to amend the City of Treasure
Island's Leave No Trace Ordinance by extending the hours from 7:00 am to 8:00
a.m. and further clarifying that the City can remove any unattended and tagged
personal property at any time of the day or night to enhance the City’s ability to
enforce.
Section 2. Chapter 58 "Waterway", Article II "Beaches", Section 58-51,
"Obstructions on the beach prohibited, exception" of the City of Treasure Island
Code of Ordinances, is hereby amended to read as follows:
00840206-1
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AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND AMENDING THE CITY OF
TREASURE ISLAND’S LEAVE NO TRACE ORDINANCE;
AMENDING CHAPTER 58 WATERWAYS, ARTICLE II
BEACHES, SECTION 58-51 OBSTRUCTIONS ON THE
BEACH PROHIBITED, EXCEPTIONS; PROVIDING FOR
NOTICE; ENFORCEMENT; SEVERABILITY; CONFLICT;
CODIFICATION; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

H.3.a

(a)

It shall be unlawful for any person to leave any personal property
unattended on the public beaches between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00
a.m. 8:00 a.m., except as otherwise permitted herein. It shall be unlawful for
any person to leave any personal property unattended at any time within
any public beach access, except as otherwise permitted herein. As used in
this section, "personal property" shall include, but is not limited to: tents
(including tent frames), cabanas, umbrellas and other shading devises,
beach chairs and other furniture, picnic tables, tiki huts, volleyball nets,
hammocks, floats, sailboards, surfboards, kites, jet skis, sailboats, water
cycles and other watercraft, beach toys, grills, nets, coolers, canoes, kayaks
and general items for beach recreation, clothing or similar items.

(b) Any item of personal property left on the public beach unattended in violation
of this article shall be deemed discarded and shall become the property of
the City of Treasure Island, which may dispose of the item. Any item of
personal property found in violation of this article that has been tagged for
future removal shall become the property of the City of Treasure Island,
which may dispose of the item.
(c) Exceptions. The prohibitions of this section do not apply to:
(1) City trash or recycling containers;
(2) Signs placed by the City or another permitted governmental agency;
(3) Items placed by persons acting under authority of the City Manager
or other governmental agency;
(4) Items placed in accordance with permits, licenses or agreements
issued by the City;
(5) Structures, including without limitation boardwalks, decks and dune
walkovers constructed and permitted by City or the State of Florida;
or
(6) Items placed on the public beach by persons who have authorization
or a permit to engage in marine turtle nesting research issued by the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service of the State of Florida.
(d) Permits.
a.

00840206-1

Permits may be issued by the City Manager or his/her designee for
activities otherwise prohibited by this article for such periods of time
and under such conditions as the City Manager deems reasonably
appropriate under the circumstances that are found to be necessary
for:
(1) Reasonable accommodation of persons with is abilities;
(2) For the conduct of a governmental, civic or educational
activity;
2
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58-51 Obstructions on the beach prohibited, exceptions

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

(3) For the conduct of scientific research;
(4) For special events; or
(5) For a beach amusement, beach business or beach service.
Such City permit shall include the following:
(1) Name and contact information of the owner or person in
possession and control of the item;
(2) Description of the item;
(3) Location of the item;
(4) Duration of time the item will remain in such location; and
(5) Acknowledgement that owner or person in possession and
control of the item will be liable for any impacts to federally
protected species.
Any person seeking a City permit for activities otherwise prohibited
by this article shall obtain all necessary permits from state and
federal agencies.
No City permit shall be issued for any of the following items:
(1) Items that will obstruct hinder or otherwise impede
emergency and maintenance vehicles from traversing the
beach;
(2) Items that may be easily removed from the beach, even
though removal may be inconvenient for the owner or person
in possession and control of the item, unless otherwise
provided for in paragraph (d) above:
(3) Items which in the reasonable discretion of the City Manager
or his/her designee determines to be an item which should
not remain on the beach for more than the permitted time
because to do so would be injurious to the environment, or
the health, safety, or welfare of the public; or
(4) Persons who leave personal property unattended at the
pubic beach do so at their own risk. The City does not
assume any liability for personal property on the public
beach.
All items, whether permitted or not, shall be removed from the public
beach 24 hours upon issuance of a tropical storm or hurricane watch
issued for Pinellas County or other severe weather warning by the
National Weather Service.
This section 58-51 is not intended to authorize any violations of
Section 379.2431of the Florida Statutes or any of the provisions of
the Endangered Species Act. The City will not be liable for any
impacts to federally protected species resulting from persons leaving
items of personal property on the public beach and such liability will
rest with the owner of such item.

(e) It shall be the duty and responsibility of the City's law enforcement and/or
code enforcement to enforce all provisions of this section.

00840206-1

Section 3. NOTICE.
The City shall provide notice of this Ordinance by posting signage located at its
beach access points and on its website.
3
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H.3.a

H.3.a

Section 5. SEVERABILITY.
It is declared to be the intent of the City Commission that, if any section,
subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this Ordinance is for any
reason held invalid or unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct and independent provision, and such
holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions thereof.
Section 6. CONFLICT.
All ordinances or portions of ordinances in conflict with or inconsistent with this
Ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such inconsistency or conflict.
Section 7. CODIFICATION.
Section 2 of this Ordinance shall be codified in the Code of Ordinances for the
City of Treasure Island, Florida. The codifier is authorized to make editorial
changes not affecting the substance of this Ordinance in the substitution of
"article" for "ordinance", "section" for "paragraph", or otherwise take such editorial
license.

00840206-1
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Section 4. ENFORCEMENT.
The City is authorized to enforce this Ordinance and may follow the established
procedures by the City of Treasure Island Police Department, Code Enforcement
and through any civil complaint. Each violation of this Ordinance shall constitute
a separate offense. The City reserves its rights to such civil remedies in law and
equity as may be necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of this
Ordinance.

H.3.a

SECTION 8. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its final passage.
FIRST READING: 1ST of August, 2017
PUBLISHED:
SECOND READING AND PUBLIC HEARING:

NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk

Approved as to form and content:

______________________________
Jennifer R. Cowan, City Attorney

00840206-1
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YEAS:
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
Item No. H. 4.

DATE:

July 9, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Cathy Hayduke, Parks and Recreation Director

SUBJECT: Resolution 17-84, Award contract for the purchase of facility chairs Bid
No.1617-19 to Edward Don & Company in the amount of $85,397

BACKGROUND
It has been determined that the facility chairs have exceeded their life expectancy and
need to be replaced. The current orange stacking chairs used at the Community Center
and Auditorium are thirty-four years old and are used for all functions held at the city
facilities and the beach/parks. The chair stock has depleted from its original number of
chairs due to age, and normal wear and tear. Additionally, staff receives many complaints
from users and renters regarding the color and uncomfortableness of the chair.
POLICY
Per the Purchasing Policy, City Commission approval is required for acceptance and
approval of the recommended purchase.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 2, create and maintain functional and cost-effective city facilities and grounds to
service the needs of the community. Objective 3, to increase usability and functionality,
while working towards self-sustaining recreational facilities. Upgrades to the facilities will
enhance the marketability and increase usage through facility rentals.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
Staff met with members of the community as well as members of the Action Club and
Treasure Islettes to discuss chair options. After careful consideration and review, staff
developed specifications for the Vario All Day Stacking Armless Chair Model 22/6T or
equivalent. Additionally, it was recommended that the auditorium chairs be bid in fabric,
color Manchester or equivalent and the community center chairs be bid in vinyl, color
Ybor Slate or equivalent.

Page 1
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Staff requested bids for 400 vinyl chairs for the community center and 150 fabric chairs
for the auditorium along with the 28 chair dollies for stacking of the chairs. The city
received four bids for the Vario All Day Stacking Armless Chairs from the following
companies:

The Vario All Day Stacking Armless Chairs are manufactured in the United States from
predominately USA produced raw materials and components and are Greenguard
Certified for low chemical emissions. The chairs have a 12-year manufacturer’s structural
frame warranty.
Samples of the chairs will be on-site for review.
Regarding the disposal of the current chairs, staff recommends that a supply of the old
chairs be retained as storage space permits to be utilized for the children’s camps and
community events on the beach or in city parks. It is not recommended that the new chairs
be used for anything other than for functions at the community center or the auditorium.
The remaining chairs will be advertised for sale to all interested parties.
FUNDING
The budget includes $120,000 for the purchase of facility tables and chairs in the Penny
for Pinellas Fund (123-5300-62753) for both the Community Center and City Hall
auditorium. The proposed purchase of chairs for both locations from Edward Don &
Company in the amount of $85,397 will allow for a remaining budget of $34,603 to be
used for the proposed facility table purchase also be presented at this commission
meeting.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends award of for the purchase of facility chairs Bid 1617-19 to Edward Don
& Company in the amount of $85,397. The purchase would consist of 400 vinyl chairs,
150 fabric chairs, MTS Seating Model Number 22/6T Burgess Vario All Day Armless
Banquet Stacking Chairs for the community center and auditorium, 28 chair dollies and
freight.
ATTACHMENTS
Edward Don & Company Bid
Resolution 17-84
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Edward Don & Company, $85,397
Office Furniture Center, $96,008
Ajax Business Interiors, $103,332.93 (Bid Not Complete)
Furniture by George, $108,187.67

H.4.a

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND BID OPENINFG - ITB 1617-19
STACKABLE CHAIRS - Wednesday, May 17, 2017

400 Vinyl Chairs
150 Fabric Chairs
28 Chair Dollies
Freight

$54,600.00
$23,325.00
$4,186.00
$3,286.00

$85,397.00
$136.50 each
$155.50 each
$149.50 each

Office Furniture Center

$95,320.50

400 Vinyl Chairs
$63,680.00
150 Fabric Chairs
26,971.50
Brushed aluminum $1.25 x 550 chairs
28 Chair Dollies
$4,669.00

$159.20
$179.81
$687.50
$166.75

Furniture By George

$99,945.67

400 Vinyl Chairs
150 Fabric
2 Chair Dollies
(Need 28 Chair Dollies)
Freight
Truck Fee

$175.53
$156.98
$317.00

$70,212.00
$23,547.00
$634.00
(+$8,876)
$5,042.67
$150.00

Ajax Business Interiors

$103,332.93

$96,008.00

$108,187.67

Bid not
Complete

400 Vinyl Chairs
150 Fabric
2 Hand Truck
Need 28 Chair Dollies
Freight
Local Delivery

$72,732.00
$23,992.50
$665.76

$159.95
$181.83
$332.88

$4,042.67
$1,900.00
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MTS Catalog
Vario Allday Stacking Chairs from MTS Burgess
Model # 22/6T High-Strength, Light Weight, Proprietary Aluminum Alloy Frame
•
•
•

Vario Allday® COMFORTflex®
Vario - Contoured Seat
Vario - Contoured Back

•

Standard Powdercoat Colors

•
•

Non-marring butyrate glides
Vario - Smooth Aluminum Leg

•
•

Vario - Lumbar Support
Vario - Clear Upholstery Protector

•
•

Vario - Stacks 10 High
Vario - No Exposed Fasteners

•

Vario - Top Rail Hand Grip

Specifications
• Width: 17.25 inches
• Shipping Weight: 17.5 lbs each
• Depth: 24 inches
• Number per carton: 3
• Height: 36 inches
• Cubic Feet: 14.5 cf
• COM: 1.0 yards
• Patents: D542.533, US 7,052,803, D470.317, US
6,805,412
Designed by Peter Roth. Available in Reeded frame (21/) or
Smooth frame (221)

Environmental Data
GREENGUARD Certification
Warranty
Options/Upgrades
•
Brushed Aluminum Finishes
•
Aluminum Frame
•

Vario - Premium Metal Base Glides

•
•
»

Vario - Clear Protective Bumper Edge
Vario - Retractable Wire Ganger
Vario - Finished Wood Back

•
•

12 Vinyl Bumper Edge Colors
Vario - Arm Option

MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, Ml 48182
Phone: 734.847.3875
Fax: 734.847.0993
Email: info@mtsseatinq.com
Web: http://mtsseatinq.com
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THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
Invitation to Bid NO: ITB 1617-19 - APRIL 14, 2017

Sealed Bids may be hand-delivered or mailed to City of Treasure Island City Hall, 120 - 108th
Ave., Treasure Island, FL 33706 to the attention of the Purchasing Coordinator. All Bids, with
original signature, and one (1) additional copy must be received no later than Wednesday.
May 17.2017 at 2:00 PM. All bids shall be submitted on the City's official Bid Form. All
envelopes shall be clearly marked "STACKABLE CHAIRS".
Immediately thereafter, at the City of Treasure Island Public Works Conference Room, located at
152 - 108th Ave, Treasure Island, FL and immediately following the deadline for receipt of the
bids, those bids received will be publicly opened and read aloud. Any Bids received after the
specified date and time will not be considered. The public meeting will be held at the City of
Treasure Island Public Works Conference Room, located at 152 - 108th Ave, Treasure Island, FL.
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommodations to participate in this
proceeding/event should call (727) 547-4575, no later than seven (7) days prior to the proceeding.
Any questions should be addressed to Hal Bruce at hbruce@mvtreasureisland.org by Friday, April
28, 2017 at 3:00 PM. All questions will be answered and posted on the City's website and Vendor
Registry by Tuesday, May 2,2017.
Complete specifications and any additional information may be obtained from the City of Treasure
Island's website at www.mvtreasureisland.org and/or from the Vendor Registry.
The City of Treasure Island reserves the right to accept or reject any or all quotes, to award quotes
on a split-order basis by item number when applicable, to wave any quotes informalities and to
advertise for quotes when deemed in the best interest of the City of Treasure Island.

Cily of Treasure Island
Invitation to Bid 1617-19
Stackable Chairs
April 2017
I
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STACKABLE CHAIRS
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SECTION I
SCOPE OF WORK

Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

The Bidder shall provide quotes for the purchase of 400 vinyl and 150 fabric stackable armless
banquet chairs including chair dollies for use at the Treasure Island Community Center and City
Hall Auditorium, Treasure Island, FL 33706 according to the following specifications:
Style - Vario All Day Stacking Armless Chairs or equivalent
Chair Dollies - chair dollies with castors for stacking up to 8-10 chairs and compatible with
indicated style or equivalent
Origin
100% USA
Standards
Chairs must meet or exceed all applicable tests from American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) or Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association
Frame
Frame Finish: Light Weight, Aluminum Alloy Frame
Chair to Support no more than 1,000 pounds
Aluminum under frame
Leg on leg stacking design
OPTIONAL top rail
Dimensions
Overall Chair Height: 35 inches to 36 inches
Seat Height from floor: 16 inches to 18 inches
Seat Width: 18 inches to 20 inches
Seat Depth: 15 inches to 18 inches
Overall Seat Depth: up to 24 inches
Seat Foam: 2.5 inches polyurethane foam, flame retardant
Back
Flexback lumbar support with contoured seat and back
No exposed fasteners
Back Cushion Height shall be between 15 inches to 16 inches
Clear protective bumper edge
Clear vinyl upholstery protector on lower back
Clear vinyl side rails protection of upholstery from normal wear and tear during routine stacking
and handling
Upholstered outer backs with no exposed fasteners
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Powder coat
Premium US Powder Coating
Color: Metal tones to match upholstery or fabric
Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

Fabric
Origin -100% USA
Color: Manchester, 62860 Polo or equivalent
Contents: 85% polyester; 15% nylon
Finish: Crypton or equivalent. PFOA Free, Soil and Stain Protection
Directionality: Directional
Performance: Anti-Fungal; Bacterial Resistance, Mildew and Microbial Resistance, Fade
Resistant
Abrasion: exceeds 100,000 double rubs/heavy duty
Flammability - passes Cal 191-53, UFAC, NFPA 260 as a baseline
Warranty must accompany bid. Specify fabric grade quoted
Vinyl
Origin-100% USA
Color: Ybor YB003 Slate or equivalent
Content: Vinyl Surface with Polyester Backing
Finish: Protective Finish
Directionality: Directional
Performance: Abrasion Resistance, Bacterial Resistance, Bleach Resistance, Microbial
Resistance, Fade Resistant, Mildew Resistance, Sulfide Stain Resistance
Abrasion: exceeds 100,000 double rubs/heavy duty
Flammability - passes Cal TB117, NFPA 260, UFAC
Cleaning: water-based cleaning agents and foam
Warranty must accompany bid. Specify vinyl grade quoted
Ganging Device
Retractable interlocking ganging devices
Floor Glides
There shall be four (4) premium base floor glides
The steel construction shall be with a metal base and steel umbrella clip (.030 high spring steel)
with eight segments and holding power of 300 pounds minimum
Each glide shall have a clear protective vinyl boot with a protective bumper that protects the
frame finish in stacking and handling
Weight of Chair
Weight of chair shall be less than 15 pounds

|
j
:
1
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Component Warranty
The vendor shall provide a component warranty for a period of ten to twelve years from date of
acceptance of delivery by the City of Treasure Island. The warranty shall include, but not be
limited to chair fabric, chair vinyl, foam, seat base and/or or paint. A copy of product warranty
must accompany bid.
Quality Control
All frames, upholstery or vinyl and completed chairs shall be visually inspected for final
appearance, compliance to specifications and tailoring. If selected, vendor shall provide a
sample of the chair to be displayed at a city commission meeting for review bv the
commission prior to acceptance and award of the bid.
Sustainability
Chairs are to be GREENGUARD certified.
Delivery
Bids shall include all freight costs to Treasure Island, Florida to a noint(s) specified at the
time the purchase order is placed.
The City of Treasure Island reserves the right to accept, or reject any or all bids, to wave any bid
informalities and to re-advertise for bids when deemed in the best interest of the City of Treasure
Island.
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

Structural Warranty
The vendor shall provide a manufacturer's structural frame warranty for a period of twelve years
from date of acceptance of delivery by the City of Treasure Island. A copy of product warranty
must accompany the bid.

H.4.a

SECTION II
Bid Format
All Bids must be typewritten. Legibility, clarity, and completeness are essential. The Bid must be
signed by individuai(s) legally authorized to bind the Contractor.
Submission Procedures
One (1) copy of the Bid and one original are to be submitted in a sealed envelope to:
Hal Bruce, Purchasing Coordinator
City of Treasure Island
120 108"' Avenue
Treasure Island, FL 33706
To prevent opening by unauthorized individuals, your Bid should be identified on the envelope or
wrapper as follows:
THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
STACKABLE CHAIRS
Invitation to Bid No. 1617-19
Name of Contractor:
Address of Contractor:

/jU-viM C;"H<. iu

ST &K

(H

33

The deadline for submission of Bids is Wednesday, May 17.2017 at 2:00 PM. Bids may not be
withdrawn after the submission deadline.
Additional Information and Specification Changes
Request for additional information and questions should be addressed to Hal Bruce, Purchasing
Coordinator, by email at hbrucc@mvtreasureisland.org. Questions and requests for additional
information must be submitted by e-mail by Friday. April 28. 2017 at 3:00 PM. All questions
will be answered and posted on the City's website by Tuesday. Mav 2. 2017 at 3:00 PM. No
oral interpretations or answers will be made to any Bidder as to the meaning or specifications of
the scope of this ITB. It is the further responsibility of each Bidder to determine whether any addenda
have been issued to this ITB and to incorporate any such addenda into the submission of
qualifications. Bidders can locate issued addenda via the "Business/Request for Bids" section of the
City's website at www.mvtreasureisland.com and/or Vendor Registry.

SECTION III
City of Treasure Island
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

H.4.a

BID FORMS

400 Vinyl banquet Chairs

$

150 Fabric banquet Chairs

$ c? 3,

Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

BID SHEET
STACKABLE CHAIRS
Soo
to

Chair Dollies, number needed 3- % for 550 Chairs $

$&

BID-TOTAL COST:$_

Company:

CAix^^^L

Street Address: rQ3t/2Telephone #:

£_
crt

Cflc State: f/

^ /s

Signature:

Fax #: ____
Title:

Printnameir^/c
Date:

sA//^

Delivery Schedule

Zip Code: S3 %-/

71 cT S& If: ^

FEIN #:
_ TOTAL BID:

/^Cv^ld-A^

List any Exceptions to Specifications

&PI<?6C^

/ ITS-r m

- Frib<^ fyjCetf

To 7:s
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Quote

Edward Don & Company
Project:

From:

Treasure Island Chair -ITB-161719

Edward Don & Company
Anthony Forte'
11500 Miramar Pkwy.
Suite 600
Miramar, FL 33025
727-215-5185

Job Reference Number: 251922
Item

Qty

Description

400 ea CHAIR, SIDE, STACKING, INDOOR

Sell

Sell Total

$135.50

$54,200.00

$1.00

$400.00

MTS Seating Model No. 22/6T GRADE 16
Burgess Vario All Day banquet Stacking Chair
Proprietary light weight, high strength smooth aluminum alloy
• Choice of standard MTS powdercoat frame finish
• style back with no exposed fasteners
• Contoured COMFORTflex® back
• Lower lumbar support cushion
• Contoured seat
• 12-year structural frame warranty
• Protective stacking strips on inside back legs
• Clear PVC protective side rails
Upholstery (MTS to provide):
• Grade 16 / Manchester / Polo / 62860 with Cypton®
• Non-marring clear butyrate glides
• Top rail / hand grip
• Stacks leg on leg 10+ high
• Retractable wire ganger in choice of gold, silver, or black
400 ea BRUSHED FINISH Upgrade features: shown as cost per chair
• Choice of MTS Brushed aluminum frame finishes

ITEM TOTAL:
2

150 ea CHAIR, SIDE, STACKING, INDOOR

$154.50

$54,600.00
$23,175.00

MTS Seating Model No. 22/6T GRADE 19
Burgess Vario All Day banquet Stacking Chair
Proprietary light weight, high strength smooth aluminum alloy
• Choice of standard MTS powdercoat frame finish
• style back with no exposed fasteners
• Contoured COMFORTflex® back
• Lower lumbar support cushion
• Contoured seat
• 12-year structural frame warranty
• Protective stacking strips on inside back legs
• Clear PVC protective side rails
• Non-marring clear butyrate glides
• Top rail / hand grip
• Stacks leg on leg 10+ high
Treasure Island Chair --ITB-1617-19

Initial:
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05/15/2017

H.4.a
05/15/2017
Item

Qty

Description

Sell

Sell Total

$1.00

$150.00

Retractable wire ganger in choice of gold, silver, or black

150 ea BRUSH FINISH Upgrade features: shown as cost per chair
• Choice of MTS Brushed aluminum frame finishes

ITEM TOTAL:
CHAIR DOLLY

$149.50

$23,325.00
$4,186.00

MTS Seating Model No. 009 FB Packed 2 ea
Chair Dolly, recommended load: 20 chairs (two stacks of 10 side-by
side), fits all Impilato series chairs, (2) 4" swivel & (2) 4" rigid casters,
satin black finish (20-l/2"w x 39-3/4"l x 10-3/4"h)
ITEM TOTAL:
4

lea FREIGHT PROGRAM
MTS Seating Model No. FREIGHT
Freight is based on amounts quoted --Pick up at MTS 48182 Delivery to
33706

$3,286.00

$4,186.00
$3,286.00

Customer must be able to accept a 53' semi-trailer with no restrictions
Customer must be able to accept delivery Mon-Fri 8am-5pm
Customer must have loading dock and/or ability to remove freight
from truck
No special delivery or handling requirements apply to this rate
ITEM TOTAL:
Total

$3,286.00
$85,397.00

This quote is for product only and final billing will include freight, taxes, and any
vendor special charges related to this order. Customer specifically acknowledges
and accepts such additional charges upon acceptance of this quote. To the
extent that these charges are not incorporated into the Customer's purchase
order, Customer agrees to accept responsibility notwithstanding any purchase
order language to the contrary. Prices are valid for 30 days from the date of this
quote and are subject to manufacturer price increases.
Acceptance:Date:
Acceptance:

Date:

Printed Name:

Treasure Island Chair --ITB-1617-19

Initial:
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Upholstery (MTS to provide):
• Grade 19 / Ybor / Slate / VB003

H.4.a

QUALIFICATIONS STATEMENT
SUBMITTED BY:
Official Name of Firm:

SUBMITTED TO:

City of Treasure Island

SUBMITTED FOR:

No. ITB 1617-19. Stackable Chairs

Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

Address:

BIDDER'S CONTACT INFORMATION
Contact Person:

I
D>; sTc ,-(.r

Title:

a/r- Sttr

Phone:

<2_ ^L>Z>rO . C tWT.

Email:
AFFILIATED COMPANIES:
Name:
Address:

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION:
•

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Name of Owner:
Doing Business As:
Date of Organization:
City of Treasure Island
Invitation to Bid 1617-19
Stackable Chairs
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•

PARTNERSHIP
Date of Organization:

Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

Type of Partnership (General or
Limited):
Name and Address of Each
Partner:

0//cCORPORATION
State of Incorporation:

XLb too \ S

Date of Incorporation:

I I'M

Executive Officers:
Chief Executive Officer:

S'T^oe "~Q^

President:

S>~T~ £>3-4;

- Vice President(s):

*3e<rp W) # t
- Treasurer:

^

- Secretary:

• LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State of Organization:
Date of Organization:
Members:

City of Treasure Island
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• JOINT VENTURE
Sate of Organization:
Date of Organization:
Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

Form of Organization:
Joint Venture Managing Partner
- Name:
- Address:

Joint Venture Managing Partner
- Name:
- Address:

Joint Venture Managing Partner
- Name:
- Address:

BIDDERS GENERAL INFORMATION
Type of License:

hlk

License Number:
Years of Business under License Number:
If nonresident, proof of authority to do business in the State of Florida. Attach
with form submission.
Primary type of work your company performs:
0079%03-1
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Is this organization an equal employment opportunity employer?

Does this organization have a Drug-Free Workplace program pursuant to Section
287.087, Florida statutes DYES • NO
If yes include Attachment in this Section

1. BIDDERS BUSINESS REFERENCES
Company Name:
Address:

—~^w(cl l{L la A

Sloo farced

lKi

^

bAe&ly

FJ

Telephone Number:
Contact Person:

^V4O<*A^AoC-

Company Name: T=>\
Address: 111 /1

rrkfe> A->J'

Sciio&L& It L*-T 1^<yvL>

^

3 37-73

^ PS? 6/ -/3

Telephone Number:
Contact Person:
Company Name:

t>C /y/i.

Address:

SrftjX

- <;-L\- feco

Telephone Number:
Contact Person: _

/\AAT~\^e~l

£ *>f

2. CERTIFICATIONS

P!

^3%/

r - *pi>rciwn* M j
CERTIFIED BY:

Disadvantage Business Enterprise:
Minority Business Enterprise:
Woman Owned Enterprise:
Small Business Enterprise:
Current Experience:
List the most recent projects your organization has had in orders similar in type and size to the
order herein: (If Joint Venture list each participant's projects separately).

City of Treasure Island
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

Does this organization have a written drug and alcohol policy? _

H.4.a

Previous Experience:

Has firm listed in Section 1 ever failed to complete a contract awarded to it?

•YES ^.NO
If YES, list below or as an attachment and state why. Include Project's contact
information.

Has any Corporate Officer, Partner, Joint Venture participant or Proprietor ever failed to complete
a contract awarded to them in their name or when acting as a principal of another entity?
• YES TpNO
REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS
1.

Recent Similar Orders.

2.

Additional items as pertinent.

i
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

List of other orders your organization has completed that may be of interest? (If Joint Venture list
each participant's projects separately).

H.4.a

The undersigned, as Bidder, does declare that no other persons other than the Bidder herein named
has any interest in this Bid or in the contract to be executed, and that it is made without any
connection with any other person or persons making a Bid for the same articles, and it is in all
respects fair and without collusion or fraud. More than one Bid received for the same work from
an individual, firm, partnership, corporation or joint venture under the same name nor different
names will not be considered. Reasonable grounds for believing that any Bidder, has interest in
more than one Bid for the same work will cause the rejection of all Bids that the Bidder is
interested. If there are reasonable grounds for believing collusion exists among Bidders, the Bids
of participants will not be considered.
The undersigned further declares that he/she has carefully examined the specifications and is
thoroughly familiar with their provisions and penalties. The Bidder, by signing below, accepts all
of the terms and conditions of the Bid and makes all representations required by the General
Conditions.
The Bidder agrees if this Bid is accepted to contract with the City of Treasure Island, Florida, in
the form of contract specified, to furnish all material, equipment, machinery, tools, apparatus,
means of transportation and labor necessary to provide the work in the Bid.

COMPANY NAME

NAM

'

/

RINT

TITLE

SIGNAT

DATE
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

COMPANY

H.4.a

IDENTICAL TIE BIDS: Pursuant to Section 287.087, Florida Statutes, preference shall be given
to businesses with Drug-Free Work Place Programs. Whenever two or more bids which are equal
with respect to price, quality, and service are received for the procurement of commodities or
contractual services, a bid received from a business that certifies that it has implemented a DrugFree Work Place Program shall be given preference in the award process. Established procedures
for processing tie bids will be followed in the event that none of the tied bidders have a Drug-Free
Work Place Program. In order to have a Drug-Free Work Place Program, a business shall:
1)

2)

3)
4)

5)
6)

Publish a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,
dispensing, possession, or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the work place
and specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violations of such
prohibition.
Inform employees about the dangers of drug abuse in the work place, the company's
policy of maintaining a Drug-Free Work Place, any available drug counseling,
rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs, and the penalties that may be
imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations.
Give each employee engaged in providing the commodities or contractual services that
are under bid a copy of the statement specified in subsection (1).
In the statement specified in subsection (1), notify the employees that, as a condition
of working on the commodities or contractual services that are under bid, the employee
will abide by the terms of the statement and will notify the employer of any conviction
of, or plea of guilty or nolo contendere to, any violation of Chapter 893 of the Florida
Statutes, or of any controlled substance law of the United States or any state, for a
violation occurring in the work place no later than five (5) days after such conviction
or plea.
Impose a sanction on, or require the satisfactory participation in, a drug abuse
assistance or rehabilitation program if such is available in the employee's community,
by any employee who is so convicted or who has pled.
Make a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free work place through
implementation of this section.

AS THE PERSON AUTHORIZED TO SI<
THIS FIRM COMPLIES FULLY WITH r

RTIFY THAT
TS.

Printed Na
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

DRUG-FREE WORK PLACE CERTIFICATE

H.4.a

To ensure acceptance, all contractors submitting Bids to the City of Treasure Island shall be
governed by the following conditions, attached specifications, and Bid form(s) unless otherwise
specified. Bids not submitted on the Bid form(s) provided shall be rejected, and the Bids not
complying with these conditions will be subject to rejection.
1.
Interpretations. All questions concerning the specifications or conditions shall be
directed by e-mail to Hal Bruce, Purchasing Coordinator at hbruce@mvtreasureisland.corn as
instructed on the Request for Bid page 1. Interpretations will be posted on the City's website. The
Purchasing Coordinator shall not be responsible for any other explanation or interpretation. Only
questions answered in writing will be binding. Oral and other representations, interpretations, or
clarifications will be without legal effect.
2.
to:

Bidder Representations. It is the responsibility of each Bidder before submitting a Bid

i.
examine and carefully study the Bid Documents, and any data and reference items
identified in the Bid Documents;
ii.
become familiar with and satisfy itself as to all Laws and Regulations that may
affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work;
iii.
agree that at the time of submitting its Bid no further examinations, investigations,
explorations, tests, studies, or data are necessary for the determination of its Bid for performance
of the Work at the price Bid and within the times required, and in accordance with the other terms
and conditions of the Bid Documents;
iv.
promptly give the City written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or
discrepancies that Bidder discovers in the Bid Documents and confirm that the written resolution
thereof by the City is acceptable to Bidder;
v.
determine that the Bid Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey
understanding of all terms and conditions for the performance and furnishing of the Work; and
vi.
agree that the submission of a Bid will constitute an incontrovertible representation
by Bidder that Bidder has complied with every requirement of the Bid Documents, that without
exception the Bid and all prices in the Bid are premised upon performing and furnishing the Work
required by the Bid Documents and that the Contract Documents are sufficient in scope and detail
to indicate and convey understanding of all terms and conditions of performance of the Work.
3.
Sealed Bids. The specifications and all executed Bid forms must be submitted in a sealed
envelope. An authorized representative of the Bidder must sign all Bids. The face of the Bid
envelope shall be plainly marked identifying the item(s) and the date of the Bid opening. No Bids
will be accepted after closing time for receipt of Bids, nor will any offers by telephone, fax or
internet E-mail be accepted.
City of Treasure Island
Invitation to Bid 1617-19
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SECTION IV
GENERAL CONDITIONS

H.4.a

5.
Exceptions to Specifications. During the drafting of written specifications, a sincere
effort is made to describe products and services best suited to the needs of the City; however, in
order that due consideration be given in evaluating Bids, any exceptions to or deviations from the
specifications as written must be noted and fully explained. The City Manager is the final authority
in determining the acceptability of any exceptions to specifications.
6.
Approved Equivalents or Equals. Any manufacturer's names, trade names, brand
names, model numbers, etc. listed in the specifications are for information only, and are not
intended to limit competition. The Bidder may offer any brand for which he is an authorized
representative, which meets or exceeds the specifications as written. If the Bid is based on an
"approved equivalent or equal" item, supportive information in the form of the manufacturer's
printed literature or brochures, sketches, diagrams, and/or complete specifications must
accompany the Bid. The Bidder must explain in detail the reasons why the proposed equivalent or
equal will meet specifications and not be considered an exception thereto. The City of Treasure
Island reserves the right to determine acceptance of proposed equivalent of equal items.
7.
Delivery. Bid quotations shall include all freight costs to Treasure Island, Florida to a
point(s) specified herein or specified at the time the purchase order is placed. No title to the item(s)
ordered nor any risk of loss shall be passed to the City of Treasure Island until after receipt of
delivery has been acknowledged by authorized representative of the City of Treasure Island.
8.
Mistakes. Bidders are expected to examine the conditions, scope of work, Bid prices,
extensions, and all instructions pertaining to the item(s) involved. Failure to do so will be at the
Bidder's risk. The actual unit prices of Bid will govern an award.
9.
Bid Withdrawals. A Bid may be withdrawn by an appropriate document duly executed
in the same manner that a Bid must be executed and delivered to the place where Bids are to be
submitted prior to the date and time for the opening of Bids. Upon receipt of such notice, the
unopened Bid will be returned to the Bidder. If a Bidder wishes to modify its Bid prior to Bid
opening, Bidder must withdraw its initial Bid and submit a new Bid prior to the date and time for
the opening of Bids. Withdraw of a Bid will not prejudice the rights of a Bidder to submit a new
Bid prior to the Bid submission deadline date and time. After expiration of the period for receiving
Bids, no Bid may be modified or withdrawn.
10.
Selection of Bid. Prior to contract award, any Bidder may be required to show that the
company has the necessary facilities, equipment, ability and financial resources to perform the work
specified in a satisfactory manner and within the time specified. In addition, the company must have
experience in work of the same or similar nature, and can provide references, which will satisfy the
City. The City may conduct such investigations as the City deems necessary to establish the
responsibility, qualifications, and financial ability of Bid and any proposed subcontractors,
00799603-1
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Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

4.
Intent of Specifications. It is the intent of the specifications herein described a certain
item(s) or service(s) to be purchased by the City of Treasure Island including all materials,
equipment, machinery, tools, apparatus, and means of transportation (including freight costs)
necessary to provide the item(s) or service(s).

suppliers and individuals, or entities to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents. In evaluating whether a Bidder is responsible, the City will consider the qualifications
of the Bidder and may consider the qualifications and experience suppliers proposed for those
portions of the Work for which the identify suppliers must be submitted as provided in the Bid
Documents. The City will also consider whether the Bidder is of doubtful financial ability or fails
to meet any other pertinent standard or criteria established by the City. City, at its sole discretion,
may select the Bidder that it believes is appropriately qualified, responsible, and responsive.
11.
Bid Results. The Bid price on the original sublimated Bid form shall be the price used for
ranking the Bids in the bid opening.
12.
Award of Bids. Recommendation for award of Bid are made to the City Commission
based on the lowest, responsive, and most responsible Bidder meeting all conditions and
requirements of the specifications. The contract awarded shall be legally binding on both parties
at the time of award by the City Commission.
13.
Rejection of Bids. The City of Treasure Island reserves the right to accept or reject any
or all Bids.
14.
Identical Tie Bids. In the event that two or more Bids are identical in price, preference
shall be given to business with Drug-Free Work Place Programs. A Drug-Free Work Place
Certificate is enclosed.
15.
Protests. Bidders who do not agree with the City's recommendation for award shall be
afforded the opportunity to protest the recommendation by submitting written notice to the
contracting department head. Such notice shall be given to the Purchasing Coordinator Hal Bruce
within five (5) working days after notice of award or of the date the petitioner could reasonably be
expected to have known of the City's recommendation. The protest shall state the grounds for the
protest and the action requested. Bids not meeting the minimum published requirements (including
specifications and/or scope of service) are not subject to protest. The petitioner shall be furnished
a copy of the written determination and recommendation.
16.
Lobbying. Lobbying shall be prohibited in all City of Treasure Island competitive
selection processes and contract awards including but not limited to, requests for qualifications,
bids, or Bids or the aware of purchasing contracts of any type. The purpose of this prohibition is
to protect the integrity of the procurement process by shielding it from undue influences prior to
the contract award, a Bid protest being resolved, or the competitive selection process being
otherwise concluded. The prospective Bidder may contact the City's main office as specified on
page 1 of this Request for Bid, to address situations such as clarifications relating to the
procurement process or Bidder protest.
Lobbying of evaluation committee members, city government employees, or elected officials
regarding request for proposals, request for qualifications, invitations to bid, purchasing contracts, or
bid protests, by the Bidder/protestor any member of the Bidder's/protestor's staff, any agent or
representative of the Bidder/protestor, or any person employed by any legal entity affiliated with or
representing a Bidder/protestor, is strictly prohibited from the date of the advertisement, or on a date
00799603-1
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At its sole discretion, the City may reject any Bid the City finds to lack, or whose present or former
executive employees, officers, directors, stockholders, partners or owners are found by the City to
lack honesty, integrity, or moral responsibility. The discretion of the City may be exercised based
on the disclosure required herein. By submitting a Bid, Bidder recognizes and accepts that the
City may reject the Bid based upon the exercise of its sole discretion and Bidder waives any claim
it might have for damages or other relief resulting from the rejection of its Bid based on these
grounds.
21.
Public Entity Crimes. By submitting a Bid, each Bidder is confirming that the company
has not been placed in the convicted vendor list or the discriminatory vendor list as described in
Sections 287.133 and 287.134, Florida Statutes.
a.
A person or affiliate who has been placed on the convicted vendor list following
the conviction for a public entity crime, may not submit a bid, proposal or reply on a contract to
provide goods or services to a public entity, may not submit a bid, proposal or reply on a contract
with a public entity for the construction or repair of a public building or public work, may not
submit bids, proposals, or replies on leases of real property to a public entity, may not be awarded
or perform work as a contractor, supplier, sub-contractor, or consultant under a contract with a
public entity, and may not transact business with any public entity in excess of the threshold
amount as provided in Section 287.017, Florida Statutes, for Category Two for a period of 36
months from the date of being placed on the convicted vendor list.
b.
A person or affiliate who has been placed on the discriminatory vendor list, may
not submit a bid, proposal or reply on a contract to provide goods or services to a public entity,
may not submit a bid, proposal or reply on a contract with a public entity for the construction or
repair of a public building or public work, may not submit bids, proposals or replies on leases of
real property to a public entity, may not be awarded or perform work as a contractor, supplier,
subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with a public entity, and may not transact business
with any public entity for a period of 36 months from the date of being placed on the discriminatory
vendor list.
22.

Tax. The City of Treasure Island is exempt from all State and local sales tax.

23.
Payment of Invoices. The City of Treasure Island issues checks for payment of invoices
on the 1st, and 3rd Friday of every month. The signed purchase order and a correct invoice must
have been received before payment can be made. All purchases are subject to availability of funds
in the City's budget (see paragraph 24.).
24.
Appropriations Clause. By submitting a Bid, the Bidder certifies that he/she understands
that the City, an entity of government, is subject to the appropriation of funds by its legislative body
in an amount sufficient to allow continuation of its performance in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this contract for each and every fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this contract
is executed and entered into and for which this contract shall remain in effect. The City shall, upon
receipt of notice that sufficient funds are not available to continue its full and faithful performance of
this contract, provide written notice to the consultant of such event within thirty (30) days and, be
thereafter released at all further obligations in any way related to the contract.
00799603-1
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25.
Legal Requirements. All applicable provisions of federal, state, county, and local laws
including all ordinances, rules, and regulations shall govern the development, submittal and
evaluation of all Bids received in response to these specifications, and shall govern any and all
claims between person(s) submitting a Bid and the City of Treasure Island, by and through its
officers, employees and authorized representatives. A lack of knowledge by the Bidder concerning
any of the aforementioned shall not constitute a cognizable defense against the legal effect thereof.
The Bidder agrees that it will not discriminate on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin,
sex, age or disability.
26.
Licenses., Registration and Certificates. Each Bidder shall possess at the time of
submitting its bid all licenses, registrations and certificates necessary to engage in the business of
contracting (or special contracting if the work to be performed necessitates a particular type of
specialty contractor) in the City of Treasure Island. Bidder must also possess all licenses,
registrations and certificates necessary to comply with federal, state and local laws and regulations.
27.
Permits and Taxes. The Bidder shall procure all permits (no cost), pay all charges, fees,
and taxes, and give all notices necessary and incidental to the due and lawful prosecution of the
work.
28.
Public Records. By submitting a Bid, the Bidder certifies that he/she understands that the
City, an entity of government, is subject to the Public Records Act and in accordance with Section
119.0701 of the Florida Statutes the Consultant may be subject to the Public Records Act. Any
claim of confidentiality is waved upon submission, effective after Bid opening pursuant to Section
119.07 of the Florida Statutes. Any subsequent contract entered into between the City and the
Bidder related to the scope of services outlined in this ITB shall be conditioned on the selected
Bidder's compliance with the Public Records Act as provided in Section 119.0701 of the Florida
Statutes.
29.
Unauthorized Aliens. The City of Treasure Island shall consider the employment by the
Bidder of unauthorized aliens a violation of Section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
Such violation shall be cause for unilateral termination of this contract.
30.
Utilities. The City of Treasure Island will not provide utilities such as water, electricity or
refuse pickup unless noted in Bid documents.
31.
Termination. A contract may be terminated in whole or in part by the City at any time
and for any reason in accordance with this clause, whenever the City shall determine, in its sole
discretion that such termination is in the best interests of the City. A Notice of Termination shall
be effective if delivered to the Bidder at least five (5) calendar days prior to the termination date
contained in the Notice. The Notice of Termination shall specify the extent to which performance
shall be terminated, and the date upon which termination becomes effective. An equitable
adjustment in the contract price shall be made for the completed service, but no amount shall be
allowed for anticipated profit on unperformed services.
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The Bidder shall promptly notify the City's representative, in writing, by certified mail, of all potential
conflicts of interest for any prospective business association, interest, or other circumstance, which
may influence or appear to influence the Contractor's judgment or quality of services being provided
hereunder. Such written notification shall identify the prospective business association, interest or
circumstance, the nature of wok that the Bidder may undertake and request an opinion of the City as
to whether the association, interest or circumstance would, in the opinion of the City, constitute a
conflict of interest if entered into by the Bidder. The City agrees to notify the Bidder of its opinion,
by certified mail, within thirty (30) days of receipt of notification by the Bidder.
ANY AND ALL SPECIAL CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS ATTACHED
HERETO WHICH VARY FROM THESE GENERAL CONDITIONS SHALL HAVE

PRECEDENCE

AS THE PERSON AUTHORIZED TO SIGN THE STATEMENT, I CERTIFY THAT
THIS FIRM AGREES TO COMPLY WITH AND ACCEPTS THE GENERAL
CONDITIONS.
Signature:
Printed Name:
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32.
Conflict of Interest. The Bidder represents that it presently has no interest and shall acquire
no interest, either direct or indirect, which would conflict any manner with the performance or services
required hereunder. The Bidder further represents that no person having any such interest shall be
employed by him/her during the agreement term and any extensions.

CERTIFICATE

i

OF COMPLIANCE
5533-4^0
Certificate Number

MTS Burgess Vario Allday Series
;-v:.

Restrictions:

09/24/2008 - 09/24/2017

Certificate Period
Certified

, u;."L- • \-i
K

' C.'^' !
rV.;

r-.-"1''"" .^--r

^

Status

-.v.-:'....

!

-IV. :TS".'~

UL 2818 - 2013 Standard for Chemical Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings
Commercial furniture and furnishings are tested in accordance with ANSI/BIFMA M7.i-20ii(R20i6) and determined to comply with ANSI/BIFMA X7.i-20ii(R20i6) and ANSI/BIFMA e3-20i4e Credit 7.6.1. Seating
products are modeled in the seating environment with a ventilation rate of 24.8 m3/hour.
Products tested in accordance with UL 2821 test method to show compliance to emission limits in UL 2818, Section 7.1.

Environment
UL Environment investigated representative samples of the identified Product(s) to the identified Standard(s) or otherrequirements m accordance with the agreements and any applicable program service terms in place between UL Environment and the Certificate Holder (collectively"Agreement").
The Certificate Holder is authorized to use the UL Environment Mark for the identified Product(s) manufactured at the production sitels}covered by the ULE Test Report, in accordance with the terms of the Agreement This Certificate is valid for the identified dates unlessthere is non-compliance with
the Agreement.
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GREENGUARD Certification Criteria for Mattresses, Bedding, Component Materials
and Seating Units

Criteria

CAS Number

TVOC(A)
Formaldehyde

50-00-0

Total AldehydestB)
4-Phenylcyclohexene to

4994-16-5

Individual VOCs (D)

Maximum Allowable
Predicted Concentration

Units

0.25

mg/m3

30.7 (25 ppb)

ng/m3

0.50

ppm

3-25

pg/m3

i/ioth TLV

<A' Defined to be the total response of measured VOCs falling within the C6- C16 range, with responses calibrated to a toluene surrogate.
<B> The sum of all measured normal aldehydes from formaldehyde through nonanal, plus benzaldehyde, individually calibrated to a compound specific
standard. Heptanal through nonanal are measured via TD/GC/MS analysis and the remaining aldehydes are measured using HPLC/UV analysis.
<c>

Applicable to flooring and furniture, including component materials.

<D> Allowable levels for chemicals not listed are derived from i/ioth of the Threshold Limit Value (TLV) industrial work place standard (Reference:
American Conference of Government Industrial Hygienists, 6500 Glenway, Building D-7, and Cincinnati, OH 45211-4438).

©

Environment

UL Environment investigated representative samples of the identified Product(s)to the identified Standard(s) or other requirements in accordance withthe agreements and any applicable program serviceterms in place between UL Environment and the Certificate Holder(collectively "Agreement").
The Certificate Holder is authorized to use the UL Environment Markfor the identified Product(s) manufactured at the production site(s) covered by the ULETest Report, in accordance with the terms of the Agreement. This Certificate is valid for the identified dates unless there is non-compliance with
the Agreement.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Attachment: H.4 (Res. 17-84 : Res 17-84, Acceptance of Chair Bid from Edward Don & Company)

May 11, 2017

SPECIFICATION SHEET
009-FB CHAIR CART
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
391/2" LONG
22" WIDE
10" TALL
FRAME CONSTRUCTION:
1VA" SQ. X 18 GA. STEEL TUBE
2x2x1/8" STEEL ANGLE
2%" X 4" X 12 GA. STEEL PLATES

ALL PARTS ARE MIG WELDED TO FORM A CHAIR STORAGE CART.
PLYWOOD:
21" x 39" x W' PLYWOOD
CASTERS:
Two [2] 31/2" DIAMETER x 1VA" POLYURETHANE TREAD RIGID
TWO [2] 31/2" DIAMETER X 1 VA" POLYURETHANE TREAD SWIVEL
*CASTERS RATED AT 250 LB. LOAD CAPACITY
FINISH:
FRAME ASSEMBLY IS FINISHED WITH A SATIN BLACK POWDERCOAT FINISH.
CAPACITY:
TWENTY [20] STACK CHAIRS TWO [2] STACKS OF 10 HIGH

MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, Ml 48182

t: 734-847-3875
I: 800-329-0687
w: mtsseating.com
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SPECIFICATION SHEET
VARIO ALLDAY® STACKING/BANQUET CHAIR
MODEL 22/6T
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
HEIGHT:
361/2"
1 7VA"
WIDTH:
DEPTH:
24"
WEIGHT:
17.5 LBS
C.O.M. YARDAGE:
1.25 YD.
SHIPPING:
THREE [3] PER CARTON -14.5 Cu. FT.
LEGS:
1" So, ALUMINUM TUBING
STACKING CHAIRS - STACK UP TO TEN [10] HIGH

FRAME CONSTRUCTION:
LEGS ARE FABRICATED UTILIZING NUMERIC CONTROLLED BENDING TECHNIQUE FOR SMOOTH, EVEN
BENDS AND ARE M.I.G. [METAL INERT GAS] WELDED. ALL ALUMINUM EXTRUDED TUBING MEETS ASTM B-

221 -96. WALL THICKNESS .102 +/- .004 1" SQ. A SPECIAL 6000 SERIES HIGH STRENGTH ALLOY
ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED FOR THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY IN THE U.K., NOW EXCLUSIVELY BEING APPLIED BY
MTS TO MEET THE RIGOROUS DEMANDS OF THE HOSPITALITY MARKET. THE EXACT CHEMISTRY USED IN THIS
ALUMINUM ALLOY IS STRICTLY PROPRIETARY. BELOW ARE THE ELEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS PRIMARILY
ALUMINUM ALLOY:
TITANIUM [Tl]
ZINC [ZN]
SILICONE [SI]
MAGNESIUM [MG]
MANGANESE [MN]
IRON [FE]
COPPER [CU]
ALUMINUM [AL]

CONTOURED INNER BACK CONSTRUCTION:
3/8" CONTOURED PLYWOOD BOARD WITH 3/4" X 1.5 LB CU/FT. AN ADDITIONAL FLAME RETARDANT
FOAM PAD OVER 1/2" X 6" FOAM LUMBAR SUPPORT OVER THE CONTOUR OF THE PLYWOOD ON THE
LOWER PART OF THE BACK. BACK UPHOLSTERY IS PROTECTED FROM STACKING AND HANDLING WITH A
CLEAR VINYL BUMPER EDGE THAT RUNS FROM THE BOTTOM OF EACH BACK UP 7" ON EACH SIDE. AN
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM TOP RAIL [HAND HOLD] IS PLACED AT THE TOP OF THE BACK TO ASSIST
HANDLING. ATTACHED THROUGH TIG WELDED ALUMINUM TABS WITH TWO [2] EACH #10-24 X W
MACHINE SCREWS INTO STEEL THREADED T-NUTS IMBEDDED INTO PLYWOOD BACK SUBSTRATE AND
TWO [2] EACH #10 X 1/2" WOOD SCREWS INTO PLYWOOD BACK SUBSTRATE.

MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, Ml 48182
t; 734-847-3875
f: 800-329-0687
w: mtsseating.com
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SPECIFICATION SHEET

CONTOURED SILHOUETTE STYLE OUTER BACK:
1/8" MEDIUM DENSITY FIBERBOARD [M.D.F.] WITH VA" X 1.2 LB CU/FT. POLYURETHANE FOAM MEETS
CALIFORNIA TECHNICAL BULLETIN 117. INNER AND OUTER FASTENED TOGETHER WITH NYLON
AUTOMOTIVE STYLE FASTENERS TO CREATE A CLEAN, FINISHED LOOK WITH NO EXPOSED FASTENERS.

SEAT CONSTRUCTION:
1/2" BIRCH PLYWOOD SEAT BOARD. SEAT WOOD IS COVERED WITH 3 !4" THICK TO 2 V4" THICK
TAPERED MOLDED POLYURETHANE FOAM PADDING WITH SIDE TO SIDE CONTOUR, AND FRONT
WATERFALL FOR ADDED COMFORT. ALL COMFORTMODE® FOAM MEETS CALIFORNIA TECHNICAL
BULLETIN 117.
BACK AND SEAT ATTACHMENT METHODS:
THE BACK IS ATTACHED TO THE SEAT ASSEMBLY BY A 1/4" THICK X 5" WIDE ALUMINUM ALLOY SPRING
ENABLING THE BACK TO FLEX. THIS SPRING IS BOLTED TO THE BACK AND SEAT WITH THREE [3]
EACH 5/16-18 X 3/4" (TO THE BACK) AND FOUR [4] 1/4- 20" X 7/8" (TO THE SEAT) HARDENED ALLOY
STEEL FLAT HEAD CAP SCREWS THAT ARE TREATED WITH LOC-TITE® TO PREVENT LOOSENING.

THESE BOLTS GO INTO SEVEN [7] EACH TAPERED LOCKING STEEL T-NUTS THAT ARE MECHANICALLY
IMBEDDED INTO THE SEAT AND BACK PLYWOOD SUBSTRATE.

FRAME HARDWARE:
FOUR [4] HIGH DENSITY CLEAR BUTYRATE FLOOR GLIDES WITH BUILT-IN BUMPER EDGE. TWO [2]
COLOR MATCHED LOW DENSITY POLYETHELENE [LDPE] STRIPS ALONG WITH FOUR [4] ADDITIONAL
STACK BUTTONS OF CLEAR PVC VINYL, GIVE THE FRAME TEN [10] CONTACT POINTS OF PROTECTION IN
STACKING AND HANDLING. THESE STACKING BUTTONS UTILIZE A "BARBED HOOK" STEM DESIGN THAT
DOES NOT ALLOW BUTTONS TO COME LOOSE OR FALL OUT.
FINISH OPTIONS:
STANDARD FINISH: MTS STANDARD POWDERCOAT COLORS;
ELECTROSTATICALLY APPLIED THERMO SET HYBRID EPOXY POWDER TO A THICKNESS OF 3 TO 5
MILS. PROCEEDED BY A 3-STAGE PRE-TREATMENT PROCESS THAT ASSURES CORROSION RESISTANCE
AND EXCELLENT ADHESION. FINISHES ARE TESTED TO THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND

MATERIALS (ASTM) SPECIFICATIONS FOR: PENCIL HARDNESS OF 2H, 160 INCH-POUNDS DIRECT
AND REVERSE IMPACT, CROSS HATCH ADHESION TO 5B SCALE, 1/8" MANDREL BEND TEST, SALT
SPRAY CORROSION TESTING TO 1,000 HOURS MINIMUM, AND TABER ABRASER TESTING.
IN ADDITION TO MTS STANDARD POWDERCOAT COLORS, VARIO ALLDAY® STACKERS ARE AVAILABLE
IN A BRUSHED TRANSLUCENT FINISH THAT REPLICATES A RICH WOOD GRAIN OR METALLIC LOOK AS
LISTED BELOW,

l

I
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VARIO ALLDAY® STACKING/BANQUET CHAIR

RICH WOOD GRAIN LOOK:
BRUSHED ALUMINUM CHESTNUT [GLOSS ONLY]
BRUSHED ALUMINUM MAHOGANY [AVAILABLE IN GLOSS OR MATTE]
BRUSHED DARK WALNUT [GLOSS ONLY]
BRUSHED METALLIC LOOK:
BRUSHED ALUMINUM COPPER [GLOSS ONLY]
BRUSHED ALUMINUM GOLD [MATTE ONLY]
BRUSHED ALUMINUM BRASS [GLOSS ONLY]
BRUSHED ALUMINUM NATURAL [AVAILABLE IN GLOSS OR MATTE]
RETRACTABLE WIRE GANGING DEVICE:
INTER-LOCKING 3/16" DIAMETER FORMED ALUMINUM WIRE SANDWICHED BETWEEN (2) MOLDED PLASTIC
RETAINERS, THAT ARE FASTENED TO THE SEAT WITH (2) #10 x 3/4" SCREWS. GANGING WIRES ARE AVAILABLE IN
GOLD [RLG], SILVER [RLS], OR BLACK [RLB] FINISHES.
OPTIONS:
MTS FU\MEBLOC® FOAM [TO MEET CTB133 WHEN PAIRED WITH APPROPRIATE TEXTILES]
FULL PROTECTIVE BUMPER EDGE
METAL BASE GLIDES
12 YEAR MANUFACTURER'S STRUCTURAL FRAME WARRANTY
NOTE: ALL MTS SEATING PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED IN THE U.S.A. FROM PREDOMINATELY
U.S.A. PRODUCED RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS.
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Edward Don & Company
To:

Project:

From:

CHARLOTTE HARBOR EVENT AND
(d/c 02)
CONFERENCE CENTER
75 TAYLOR ROAD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950-3650

MTS

Edward Don & Company
Danial Reigle
11500 Miramar Pkwy.
Suite 600
Miramar, FL 60517-8136
941.716.2795

0$

Customer ID: 0001045218
Item

Qty

Description

2000 ea CHAIR, SIDE, STACKING, INDOOR
hg
m
^

Sell

Sell Total

$97.91

$195,820.00

MTS Seating Model No. PC-584 GR8 Packed 4 ea
Omega I Premium Comfort Banquet Stacking Chair, with stack bars,
tapered back w/curved bottom, with handhold, silhouette style, no
exposed fasteners, contoured frame & plywood back w/flexible
lumbar support, COMFORTweb® flat seat w/stretchband support 2"
COMFORTmode® foam, leg/seat reinforcement bars, swivel nylon
floor glides, grade 8 uph.

2000 ea 12 year structural frame warranty, std. (no charge)
2000 ea SNC - Frame finish - Satin nickel chrome (50 piece minimum)
2000 ea Upholstery - Momentum/Fuse/Azurean
2000 ea WWG - Wire ganger
2000 ea MBG - Premium carpet glide

ITEM TOTAL:
2 ea SANITATION/MAINTENANCE

$266.76

$195,820.00
$533.52

MTS Seating Model No. 017 (1044373) [Non-Stock]
TRUCK HAND 5 WHEEL 1EA

MTS to ship (4) total MDL 017 Hand truck - (2) at no charge per quote
ITEM TOTAL:
Merchandise

$533.52

$196,353.52

Freight
Installation
Total

$196,353.52

This quote is for product only and final billing will include freight, taxes, and any
vendor special charges related to this order. Customer specifically acknowledges
and accepts such additional charges upon acceptance of this quote. To the
extent that these charges are not incorporated into the Customer's purchase
order, Customer agrees to accept responsibility notwithstanding any purchase
order language to the contrary. Prices are valid for 30 days from the date of this
quote and are subject to manufacturer price increases.
Acceptance: Date:

MTS

CHARLOTTE HARBOR EVENT AND (d/c 02)

Initial:
Page 1 of 2
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Quote

Edward Don & Company
To:

Project:

From:

NAPLES GRANDE BEACH RESORT
(d/c 02)
NWNG LLC
475 SEAGATE DRIVE
NAPLES, FL 34103

BANQUET CHAIRS GRADE 5 NGBR

Edward Don & Company
Rondi Cunat-Hauser
11500 Miramar Pkwy.
Suite 600
Miramar, FL 333125740

V
VA

&l0lG

(239)-450-2828

cunatr@don.com

Customer ID: 0001082497

Item
1

Qty

Description

2000 ea CHAIR, SIDE, STACKING, INDOOR

Sell

Sell Total

$136.36

$272,720.00

MTS Seating Model No. CF-582 GR5 Packed 4 ea
Omega II COMFORTflex® Banquet Stacking Chair, with stack bars,
square w/curved sides back, with handhold, silhouette style, no
exposed fasteners, composite hinge allows seat & back to flex in
unison, COMFORTweb® contoured boxstyle seat w/stretchband
support & 2-1/4" of COMFORTmode® foam, leg/seat reinforcement
bars, metal floor glides, grade 5 uph.
2000 ea 12 year structural frame warranty, std. (no charge)
2000 ea Frame finish - Standard powdercoat:
2000 ea M-2 Metaltone - Antique gold
2000 ea PIX502-RAMIE GRADE 5 RAMIE PIXIE
ITEM TOTAL:

$272,720.00

PLUS SHIPPING
PLUS SHIPPING - SPECIAL PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS WILL BE
NECESSARY DUE TO THE SIZE OF ORDER
LEAD TIME ESTIMATE
LEAD TIME ESTIMATE IS 8-12 WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF PO & INITIAL
DEPOSIT
Total

$272,720.00

This quote is for product only and final billing will include freight, taxes, and any
vendor special charges related to this order. Customer specifically acknowledges
and accepts such additional charges upon acceptance of this quote. To the
extent that these charges are not incorporated into the Customer's purchase
order, Customer agrees to accept responsibility notwithstanding any purchase
order language to the contrary. Prices are valid for 30 days from the date of this
quote and are subject to manufacturer price increases.
Acceptance: Date:
Acceptance:

Date:

Printed Name:

BANQUET CHAIRS GRADE 5 NGBR

NAPLES GRANDE BEACH RESORT (d/c 02)

Initial:
Page 1 of 2
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EDWADON-01

ACORD'

JTEETS
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

5/4/2017

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
NAME:

EUftNo,Ex,,:(312) 595-6200
ADDRESS: chc-inscerts@alliant.com

^,NOK .

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE
INSURED

Edward Don & Company, LLC
9801 Adam Don Parkway
Woodridge, IL 60517

.

NAIC #

INSURERA: Hartford Fire Insurance Company

19682

INSURERB: National Surety Corporation

21881

INSURER C: Trumbull Insurance Company

27120

INSURER 0:
INSURER E:

_

INSURER F:

COVERAGES
CERTIFICATE NUMBER:
REVISION NUMBER:
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED 8Y THE POLICIES DESCRI8ED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

"

'ADDL'SUBR
INSD WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF" POilCYEXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DDfYYYY)

X . COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
'

CLAIMS-WADE ! X

83CS15607

OCCUR

LIMITS

2,000,000
300,000
10,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2^000,000

EACH OCCURRENCE
<\MAnt\n "DAMAGE TO RENTED
. PREMISES(Eaoccurrence)

12/31/2016

X BI/PD Ded: $1,000

MED EXP (Any one person)
PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
POLICY : X ;
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This certificate is issued as evidence of coverage.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

City of Treasure Island
120 108th Ave
Treasure Island, FL 33706

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

, /ri.

© 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
ACORD 25 (2014/01)

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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PRODUCER

Mesirow Insurance Services, Inc.
353 N. Clark St
Chicago, IL 60654

H.4.a

RESOLUTION NO. 17-84

WHEREAS, it has been determined that the Community Center and Auditorium
chairs have exceeded their life expectancy and need to be replaced; and
WHEREAS, staff is recommending that the Commission award the bid to Edward
Don & Company in the amount of $85,397 for the purchase of (550) MTS Seating Model
Number 22/6T Burgess Vario All Day Armless Banquet Stacking Chairs; and
WHEREAS, funds for this purchase are budgeted in the Penny for Pinellas Fund
account 123-5300-62753 in the amount of $120,000.
WHEREAS, The City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has
determined that awarding the bid to Edward Don & Company is in the best interest of the
City of Treasure Island.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. The City Commission awards contract Bid No. 1617-19 to Edward Don
& Company in the amount of $85,397 for the purchase of (450) vinyl chairs for the
community center; (150) fabric chairs for the auditorium; (28) chair dollies and
freight.
Section 2. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City
Commission of the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the 1st day of August, 2017
by Commissioner who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner and upon
roll call, the vote was:
_______

_______

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:
__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE
OF CHAIRS AND AWARDING BID NO 1617-19 TO
EDWARD DON & COMPANY IN THE AMOUNT OF $85,397;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE

H.5.a

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
Item No. H. 5.

DATE:

July 9, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Cathy Hayduke, Parks and Recreation Director

SUBJECT: Resolution 17-85, Purchase Facilities Tables from Mity-Lite per GSA
Contract #GS-03F-041DA in the amount of $20,254.

BACKGROUND
It has been determined that the current facility tables have exceeded their life expectancy
and need to be replaced. The current tables at each facility were purchased from MityLite in 1998. In 2011, staff purchased fifteen tables to replace damaged tables. The
number of tables have diminished over the years due to normal wear and tear. Tables
are used for functions at the auditorium and community center as well as beach and park
events. The constant loading and unloading of tables in the beds of city trucks has caused
damage to the edges of the tables.
POLICY
Per the Purchasing Policy, City Commission approval is required for acceptance and
approval of the recommended purchase.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 2, create and maintain functional and cost-effective city facilities and grounds to
service the needs of the community. Objective 3, to increase usability and functionality,
while working towards self-sustaining recreational facilities. Upgrades to the facilities will
enhance the marketability and increase usage through facility rentals.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
Staff recommends the purchase of tables from Mity-Lite as the tables are durable and
lightweight, which are easy for staff to lift and manage. The tables with normal wear and
tear and the use of Mity-Lite carts have a warranty of fifteen years. Staff is recommending
the purchase of 65 30”x6’ speckled grey rectangular banquet tables for the community
center and 35 30”x6’ speckled beige rectangular banquet tables for the auditorium and
corresponding table carts.
Page 1
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August 1, 2017

H.5.a

The propose purchase for the Mity-Lite tables and carts under GSA Contract #GS-03F041DA is as follows:

Regarding the disposal of the current tables, staff recommends that a supply of tables be
retained as storage permits for use during summer camp and for special events on the
beach or parks. It is recommended that the new tables be used for functions inside the
facilities only. The remaining tables will be advertised for sale to all interested parties.
FUNDING
The budget includes $120,000 for the purchase of facility tables and chairs in the Penny
for Pinellas Fund (123-5300-62753) for both the Community Center and City Hall
auditorium. The proposed purchase of chairs for both locations from Edward Don &
Company in the amount of $85,397 will allow for a remaining budget of $34,603 to be
used for this proposed facility table purchase in the amount of $20,254.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends that the Commission approve the purchase of facility tables from
Mity-Lite in the amount of $18,085 for 100 30” x 6’ tables and $2,169 for 10 carts for
a total amount of $20,254.
ATTACHMENTS
Mity-Lite Quote
Resolution 17-85
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100 tables @ $180.85 per table for $18,085
10 table carts @ $216.90 per cart for $2,169
Freight is free under GSA contract
Total Cost for tables and carts, $20,254

H.5.a

QUOTE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Sales Quote Number: QUO-45727-N8DOM6
Customer Number: 136195

MITYLITE
INVOICE TO
City Of Treasure Island Rec
FINANCE
120 108TH AVE
TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
Attn: Cathy Hayduke

SHIP TO
City Of Treasure Island Rec
FINANCE
120 108TH AVE
TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
Attn: Cathy Hayduke

QUOTE DATE
6/19/2017
QTY

SALES REP
Rhonda Dearing

TERMS
NET30

ID

ITEM

65

RT3072SGB1

35

RT3072SBB1

30INX6FT SPECKLED GRY RECT TBL;29"
TL W. BLK BOT &TRIM;BLK, WSHBN
LEGS 08
30INX6FT SPECKLED BEG RECT TBL;29"
TL W. BRN BOT &TR!M;BRN, WSHBN
LEGS 08

UNIT PRICE

TOTAL PRICE

$180.85

$11,755.25

$180.85

$6,329.75

SUBTOTAL

$18,085.00

FREIGHT AMOUNT
SALES TAX
QUOTE TOTAL (USD)

$0.00
$18,085.00

Quote Notes:
Price per GSA Contract # GS-03F-041DA
PRICE INCLUDES DOCK TO DOCK FREIGHT
All product warranties are contingent upon using MityLite carts for transportation and storage of tables, chairs, staging, dance floors, and so forth.
Failure to use specified MityLite carts
voids any and all product warranties

Mity-Lite, Inc., P.O. Box 679303, Dallas, TX 75267 USA
Phone 801-224-0589 Fax 801-224-6191

Signature

Date
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DURABILITY BY DESIGN

H.5.a

Hayduke, Cathy
Rhonda Dearing <RhondaD@mitylite.com>
Tuesday, June 20, 2017 12:20 PM
Hayduke, Cathy
RE: Mity Lite Tables and Chair Quotes

Cathy,
There are 2 carts for the round tables. The Narrow Cart will hold 6 tables and fit through a standard doorway, cost is
$349.65 each.
The Wide Cart will hold 12 tables but requires double doors to fit through, cost is $377.55.
For the 6' tables you have a choice of a regular Flat Cart, will hold 10 tables, cost is $216.90 or the Double Capacity Cart,
holds 20 tables, cost is $280.80.
Let me know if you would like to add any carts to the quote.
Thanks,

Rhonda Dearing
Government Account Manager
p. 800-682-9421
w. mitvlite.com

MITYLIT

DURABILITY BY DfcStGN

*For all inquiries regarding order status and shipments of orders please contact Customer Service Rep. Trissa SarmientO p. 801-669-5094,
CS3@mitvlite.com

From: Hayduke, Cathy [mailto:chayduke@mytreasureisland.org]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2017 1:25 PM
To: Rhonda Dearing <RhondaD@mitylite.com>
Subject: RE: Mity Lite Tables and Chair Quotes
One more question, what are the costs for table dollies for the round and banquet tables. Thank you
Cathy Hayduke
Recreation Director
120 108 Avenue
Treasure Island, FL 33706
(727)547-4575, ext 238
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

H.5.a

RESOLUTION NO. 17-85

WHEREAS, it has been determined that the Community Center and Auditorium
tables have exceeded their life expectancy and need to be replaced; and
WHEREAS, staff is recommending the purchase 100 tables and 10 carts under
GSA Contract GS-03F041DA from Mity-Lite in the amount of $20,254; and
WHEREAS, funds for this purchase are budgeted in the Penny for Pinellas Fund
account 123-5300-62753 in the amount of $120,000; and
WHEREAS, a remaining balance of $34,603 will be available in account 123-530062753 after the approval of the purchase of chairs from Edward Don & Company towards
the purchase of the tables; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has
determined that authorizing the purchase of tables and carts from Mity-Lite is in the best
interest of the City of Treasure Island.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. That the Commission authorized the purchase of 65 30”x6’ speckled
grey rectangular tables for the community center; 35 30”x6’ speckled beige
rectangular tables for the auditorium, 10 table carts and free freight per GSA
contract GS-03F041DA from Mity-Lite in the amount of $20,254.
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE
OF TABLES AND CARTS FROM MITY-LITE PER GSA
CONTRACT #GS-03F-041DA IN THE AMOUNT OF
$20,254; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE

H.5.a

Section 2. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City
Commission of the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the 1st day of August, 2017
by Commissioner who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner and upon
roll call, the vote was:
_______

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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_______

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
August 1, 2017

Item No. H. 6.

DATE:

July 1, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Frank Fernandez, Fire Chief

SUBJECT: Resolution 17-89, Creation of Fire Inspector / Firefighter Position and the
Purchase of New Fire Inspection Vehicle
BACKGROUND
The Treasure Island Fire Department is responsible for conducting commercial building fire
inspections which provides an invaluable resource that encourages compliance and addresses
on-going violations of the City’s fire ordinances.
The adoption of this resolution will replace a current Firefighter Floater position with a Certified
Fire Inspector/Firefighter position. The proposed Fire Inspector position requires the employee to
also be a state certified Firefighter. This requirement to be a state certified Firefighter will allow
this position to be put in the rotation for overtime, and allow them to be available for back fill of
overtime. This position will also support the fire department with backup for emergencies as well
as assistance during storm and flooding events.
In conjunction with the Fire Inspector/Firefighter position hire, a properly equipped, safe and
reliable replacement vehicle will also need to be purchased.
Staff proposes that the current Fire/EMS utility vehicle be sold and a Ford Escape be purchased.
The utility vehicle is a 2003 Ford 250 4X4 (#631) with an Astro cab with approximately 41,200
miles that is equipped with emergency radio equipment, rooftop emergency lights, and exterior
graphics which depict it as a City vehicle. The vehicle was purchased new in 2002 for $32,676
and was originally assigned as a multi-use support vehicle.
The City does not have records of maintenance and repair costs until 2015 when the vehicle was
12 years old. It should be assumed that the costs incurred were due to normal vehicle
maintenance. However, in 2016, the vehicle was sent to the City garage on five separate
occasions, for a total of $5,217.02 in repairs. In March 2017, the engine was running “rough” and
could not be repaired by our Department of Public Works and had to be addressed at the
dealership for repair. Lastly, the vehicle is not the best suited for the use of a Fire Inspector, who
does not need a 4X4 or large carrying capacity. The Ford Escape vehicle is the vehicle that was
recently purchased for the Parking Enforcement Officer and will be recommended to be
purchased for the planned replacement of the Code Enforcement Officer’s vehicle.
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Attachment: H.6 (Res. 17-89 : Res 17-89, Creation of Fire Inspector / Firefighter Position and the Purchase of New Fire Inspectio)

H.6.a

H.6.a

A dedicated Fire Inspector is recommended to meet the needs of Treasure Island’s fire
inspections of commercial and multi-family properties. This resolution will not increase the number
of authorized positions.
The Fire Department does not have a spare vehicle to utilize for fire inspection operations. With
limited vehicles available, the Fire Department is faced with the need to replace the utility vehicle
to more efficiently maintain our fire inspection operations.

STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
A dedicated Fire Inspector position will strengthen the City’s fire inspection operations, which is
aligned with our strategic plan values of Proactivity and Responsiveness.

ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
While the Fire Department has been responsible for the inspections required by Florida State
Law, previously, there hasn’t been consistent enforcement processes put in place. Having a
dedicated Certified Fire Inspector is a benefit to the city and to its commercial entities. Having an
Inspector that is familiar with the city and who can maintain an ongoing relationship with
commercial businesses would encourage these same businesses to be compliant as they would
have a local resource for questions and guidance.
In order to create a proactive fire inspection program, it is recommended to hire a Certified Fire
Inspector and purchase the associated vehicle. The initial plan is to give the Inspector some time
on the job to assist in the creation of the fire inspection process and then bring the Fire Inspection
Fee Schedule before the City Commission for approval. In the meantime, the temporary solution
of contracting the Pinellas Suncoast Fire will continue to conduct Fire Inspections and Fire Plan
Reviews on a requested basis.
The Fire Inspector position will have to be negotiated with International Association of Fire
Fighters (IAFF) Collective Bargaining Union. This position will be placed within the IAFF
Collective Bargaining Agreement’s pay plan with an estimated applicable pay range of $43,492 $61,470. The current Floater Firefighter Position’s pay range is $38,670 - $55,097.
In order to provide enough space for emergency radio equipment as well as adequate room in
the driver compartment, we have selected the 2017 Ford Escape as the replacement vehicle.
Under the Florida Sheriffs Association Bid #FSA16-VEL24, 0, the 2017 Ford Escape (front wheel
drive) lists for $17,960, well below the M.S.R.P. The base vehicle is powered by a 4-cylinder gas
engine which offers improved fuel economy with an EPA rating of 21 MPG in the city and 29 MPG
on the highway. This vehicle is listed as a small size SUV and is the lowest priced vehicle in its
class. The Ford Contour sedan is the least expensive on the Florida Contract at $17,100;
however, this vehicle is too small for our needs. An additional $1,500 in expenses to transfer
existing emergency radio equipment, install emergency lighting and decals will be needed.
Graphics will be added to the new vehicle, identifying it as “Fire Inspector” and adding the City
seal.
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POLICY / PURPOSE

H.6.a

The Fire Inspector/Firefighter position replaces the current Firefighter Floater position, it is not an
additional authorized position; and can be partially or fully funded through the collection of fire
inspection fees in the future.
The Ford Escape would be purchased off of the Florida Sheriffs Association $17,960, plus
emergency lighting, decals, radio of $1,500 for a total of $19,460.
A budget amendment within the Penny for Pinellas Fund appropriating funds from the
undesignated Penny for Pinellas Fund balance will be needed for the purchase of the vehicle to
account 123-5300-64200. However, the cost would be partially off-set with the eventual sale of
the 2003 F250 utility vehicle at auction to occur sometime in the next fiscal year.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To approve Resolution 17-89 to provide ongoing, consistent administration of Florida State Law
fire code, by replacing the Firefighter floater position with a State Certified Fire
Inspector/Firefighter position. Upon approval this position will be placed within the IAFF Collective
Bargaining Agreement’s pay plan with an estimated applicable pay range of $43,492 - $61,470.
This position can be partially or fully funded through the application of fire inspection fees, of which
a fee schedule will be brought forward to the City Commission in the near future.
Additionally, this resolution will allow for the purchase of a Ford Escape for the Fire
Inspector/Firefighter Position, of which requires a budget amendment within the Penny for
Pinellas Fund by appropriating funds in the amount of $19,460 from the undesignated fund
balance.

ATTACHMENT
Resolution 17-89
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FUNDING

H.6.a

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE CREATION OF A FIRE INSPECTOR /
FIREFIGHTER POSITION TO REPLACE AND RECLASSIFY THE CURRENT
FIREFIGHTER FLOATER POSITION WITHIN THE CITY PAY PLAN AND
AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE OF A 2017 FORD ESCAPE OFF OF THE
FLORIDA SHERIFFS ASSOCIATION BID# FSA16-VEL24,0 THROUGH A
BUDGET AMENDMENT WITHIN THE PENNY FOR PINELLAS TO
APPROPRIATE FUNDS IN THE AMOUNT OF $19,460 FROM THE
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE.

WHEREAS, the Treasure Island Fire Rescue Division recognizes that the extensive
commercial entities of the city require full-time fire code enforcement for the safety of full- and parttime residents and tourists; and
WHEREAS, the Treasure Island Fire Rescue Division recommends creating a Fire
Inspector/Firefighter position to support a pro-active Treasure Island fire inspection program for the
safety commercial and multi-family properties; and
WHEREAS, the creation of a Fire Inspector/Firefighter position will coincide with the deletion
of a floater firefighter position and be placed within the City’s collective bargaining agreement with
the IAFF at a proposed Pay Range of $43,492 - $61,470; and
WHEREAS, the Fire Inspector/Firefighter position can be partially or fully off-set by the
collection of future Fire Inspection Fees; and
WHEREAS, the purchase of a 2017 Ford Escape is needed for the Fire Inspector to perform
fire code-enforcement inspections; and
WHEREAS, a budget amendment within the Penny for Pinellas Fund appropriating $19,460
from the undesignated fund balance is needed for the purchase of the vehicle; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has
determined that adding a Fire Inspector / Firefighter position and new vehicle to support that position,
is in the best interest of the City of Treasure Island.
NOW THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND DOES
RESOLVE THAT:
1. The City Manager is authorized to create a Fire Inspector / Firefighter position, replacing the
current Firefighter floater position.
2. The Fire Inspector / Firefighter position will be negotiated and classified within the City’s
collective bargaining agreement with the IAFF and may be partially or fully off-set by the
collection of future fire inspection fees.
3. The associated vehicle purchase will be funded from the Penny for Pinellas fund (123-530064920) balance via budget amendment in the amount of $19,460. The purchase of this
vehicle will be partially offset with the eventual sale of the current Ford F250 pickup truck with
Astro cab that will occur sometime in the next fiscal year.
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RESOLUTION NO. 17-89

H.6.a

The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the City of
Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the ___ day of August, 2017 by Commissioner _____ who moved
its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner _____ and upon roll call the vote was:
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:
__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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4. This resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.

H.7.a

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
Item No. H. 7.

DATE:

July 21, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Stacy Boyles, Assistant Public Works Director

SUBJECT: Res. 17-90 New Recycling Rate Effective October 2, 2017
Res. 17-94 Authorization for the Continued Use of the City’s Four
Commercial Recycling Drop-Off Sites until a Multi-Family Recycling
Program is Established

BACKGROUND
In contribution to the State’s recycling goals, the City of Treasure Island provides recycling
services to single family residential homes and complexes of five units and less through
its contractor, Republic Services. For multifamily residences, Republic Services provides
collection service at four community drop-off recycling centers located throughout the
City. After a competitive process was conducted, the City entered into a new recycling
contract with Republic Services in April 2017.
The new contract is priced significantly higher than the previous contract, largely due to
the cost associated with servicing the City’s four community recycling drop-off centers,
which makes up approximately 46% of the total contract cost. Therefore, on April 4, 2017,
Resolution 17-36 was approved which would eliminate the four commercial recycling
drop-off centers as of September 30, 2017. However, upon further review, it was found
that eliminating the drop-off areas at the end of the current fiscal year would not provide
enough time to update the sanitation ordinance, and to develop and implement a multifamily recycling program. Therefore, multi-family residents would not have recycling
available for a period of time. At the July 18, 2017 Commission Workshop, the City
Commission moved to amend Resolution 17-36 to keep the community drop-off centers
until a multi-family recycling program is implemented. Resolution 17-94 amends the
previously adopted Resolution 17-36, both of which are attached.
POLICY / PURPOSE
State law requires that utility rate hearings be advertised. As such, notice of tonight’s
meeting was included in all of the June 5, 2017 utility bills.
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August 1, 2017

H.7.a

STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 4 of the City’s Strategic Plan is to preserve, protect, and promote the City’s beach
and environment. By continuing to enhance the City’s recycling program and delaying the
removal of the community drop-off sites until a multi-family recycling program has been
implemented, the City is positively contributing to this goal.

At the July 18, 2017 Commission Workshop, the City Commission chose to wait to
discontinue service for the City’s community recycling drop-off areas until a multi-family
recycling program has been established. As such, the attached Solid Waste Monthly Rate
Schedule showing the new recycling rates will become effective as of October 2017.
The rates shown for FY 2018 include a makeup rate for FY 2017 to cover a shortfall of
$98,056 due to the execution of the current recycling contract in April 2017, mid-fiscal
year.
FUNDING
Funding for the City’s recycling program, an enterprise fund, is established through fees
collected by the users of the service. The fees are established by the City’s rate schedule.
The FY 2018 rates include a make-up amount of $98,056 to cover the FY 2017 shortfall
due to the contract increase preceding this rate increase. The new recycling rates will go
into effect as of October 2017.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends that the City Commission approve the following resolutions:
-

Resolution 17-94 authorizing the continued use of the City’s four commercial
recycling drop-off sites be kept until a multi-family recycling program is established.
Resolution 17-94 amends Resolution 17-36 which eliminated the four community
recycling drop-off sites as of September 30, 2017; and

-

Resolution 17-90 which establishes new recycling rates effective billing cycles after
October 2017.

ATTACHMENTS
Resolution 17-94 authorizing the Continued Use of the City’s Four Commercial Recycling
Drop-Off Sites until a Multi-Family Recycling Program is Established
Previously approved Resolution 17-36 and recycling contract.
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ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION

H.7.a

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE CONTINUED
USE OF THE CITY’S FOUR COMMERCIAL RECYCLING
DROP-OFF SITES UNTIL A MULTI-FAMILY RECYCLING
PROGRAM IS ESTABLISHED; AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE

WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island provides recycling services for single
family residential homes, residential units of five and less, and community drop-off sites
through the use of a collection and processing contractor; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island entered into a new contract with Republic
Services, LP, Inc. for recycling services on April 4, 2017 and the contract is priced
significantly higher than the City’s previous recycling contract; and
WHEREAS, approximately forty-six percent of the contract cost is due to servicing
the City’s four community recycling drop-off sites; and
WHEREAS, Resolution 17-36 was adopted on April 4, 2017 which authorized the
execution of a contract with Republic Services of Florida, LP, Inc., and authorized a
budget amendment in the amount of $98,056, and authorized a change in the residential
recycling collection schedule for locations south of 107th Avenue, and eliminated the City’s
four community drop-off sites effective September 30, 2017; and
WHEREAS, the City is pursuing the development of a multi-family recycling
program for units of six or more; and
WHEREAS, eliminating the community drop-off sites on September 30, 2017
would not allow for sufficient time to establish the multi-family recycling program; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has
determined that it is in the City’s best interest to authorize the continued use of the City’s
commercial drop-off sites until a multi-family recycling program is established.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. Resolution 17-36 remains in effect except for Section 4. The City
Commission authorizes the continued use of the City’s existing commercial dropoff sites until a multi-family recycling program is established and further action is
taken by the City Commission.
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RESOLUTION NO. 17-94

H.7.a

Section 2. This resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:
__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of
the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the first day of August 2017 by ________
who moved its adoption; was seconded by ________ and upon roll call, the vote was:

H.7.a

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE
EXECUTION OF A CONTRACT WITH REPUBLIC
SERVICES OF FLORIDA, LP, INC. FOR RECYCLING
SERVICES;
AND
AUTHORIZING
A
BUDGET
AMENDMENT IN THE AMOUNT OF $98,056 TO THE
RECYCLING PROGRAM FROM UNDESIGNATED SOLID
WASTE FUND BALANCE; AND REVISING THE
RESIDENTIAL RECYCLING COLLECTION SCHEDULE;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island provides recycling services for single family residential
homes, residential units of five and less, and community drop-off sites; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island wishes to expand its recycling to its municipal facilities;
and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island is making efforts to contribute to the State's 75%
recycling goal; and
WHEREAS, Pinellas County performed a recycling survey in 2016 and found that 85.9% of its
single family residents had access to curbside recycling; and
WHEREAS, Invitation to Bid 1617-09 was advertised on February 6, 2017 and yielded two
responsive bidders; and
WHEREAS, Republic Services of Florida, LP, Inc. was the lowest responsive bidder with a total
contract price of $1,414,553.70; and
WHEREAS, a budget amendment is needed to cover the anticipated $98,056 shortfall within the
Recycling Program budget due to the increase in cost to provide recycling; and
WHEREAS, for efficiency purposes, the collection schedule for residents south of 107th needs to
be modified from occurring on Fridays to occur on Mondays; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has determined
that it is in the City's best interest to authorize the execution of a contract with Republic
Services, LP, Inc. for recycling services.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. The City Commission authorizes the execution of a contract with Republic
Services of Florida, LP, Inc. for recycling services in the amount of $1,414,553.70.
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RESOLUTION NO. 17-36

H.7.a

Section 3. The City Commission authorizes a change in the residential recycling collection
schedule for locations south of 107th Avenue from Fridays to Mondays effective May 8,
2017.
Section 4. The City Commission authorizes the elimination of the four community drop
off sites effective September 30, 2017.
Section 5. This resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the City
of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the fourth day of April 2017 by Commissioner Lunn who
moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner Keys and upon roll call, the vote was:

YEAS: Commissioners Lunn, Kennedy, Keys, Toth, and Mayor Minning
NAYS: None
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING: None

Wyvttt^2
Robert Minning, May67
ATTEST:

„

,

„

;rk

Res 17-36, Recycling Contract Republic Services for Recycling workshop 3-21-17
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Section 2. The City Commission authorizes a budget amendment in the amount of $98,056
from the undesignated Solid Waste fund balance to account no. 430-5341-34000 for
recycling.
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SECTION I: OBJECTIVES

Once weekly collection will be provided for approximately 2,100 single family customers and 31
municipal facilities and twice weekly for the City's four existing community drop-off centers.
The selected contractor will be responsible for providing and maintaining all recycling collection
containers and shall only perform collection activities between the hours of 7 AM and 6 PM on
the day(s) agreed to by the City, per the requirements below.
The term of the contract shall be for four (4) years (6) months with the option for two, two-year
renewable terms.
SECTION II: SCOPE
1.

RECYCLING SERVICE FOR SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

The City of Treasure Island is requesting competitive proposals from qualified recycling
contractors to provide single stream recycling collection services to its single family residents.
Single family residential customers are those that live in single family homes or in a multifamily
housing structure with five or less residential units. There are approximately 2,100 single family
residential customers within the City of Treasure Island.
The frequency for the collection service will be once weekly for all single family customers. The
selected contractor may either break up the collection to occur over two days, or to perform all
single family collections in one day. If two days are selected, the consultant must collect recycling
from single family homes on the north side of the City (north of 107th Avenue) on either Monday
or Thursday and collect from the south side of the City on either Tuesday or Friday. If one day is
selected for all single family recycling collection, it must take place on either Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, or Friday. A proposed schedule must be provided in the bid forms and once an
agreement has been reached by the City, it must be held for the duration of the contract. The
recycling carts must be clearly marked with the word "RECYCLING" or an easily recognizable
symbol to indicate that it is a container for the collection of materials to be recycled.
2.

RECYCLING SERVICES FOR MUNICIPAL FACILITIES

The following City facilities will be provided with twice weekly single stream recycling
collection, using the uniform containers and schedule set for single family homes.

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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The City of Treasure Island is seeking four and a half year bids for single stream recycling
services for single family residential customers, community drop-off sites, and selected
municipal facilities.

H.7.a

Municipal Facility Locations

Total No. Containers
Total No. Locations

Containers
3 containers
6 containers
6 containers
3 containers
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
6 containers
3 containers
3 containers
3 containers
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
1 container
56
31
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Heron Parking Lot - Bayshore Dr. at 75th Ave.
Tern Parking Lot - West Gulf Blvd at 78th Ave.
Ring Billed Gull Lot - West Gulf Blvd at 81st Ave.
Sunset Beach Pavilion - West Gulf Blvd at 79th Ter.
84th Ave. Boat Ramp - 84th Ave. at Bayshore Dr.
99th Ave. Beach Access - 99th Ave. West of Gulf Blvd.
100th Ave. Boat Ramp - 100th Ave. East of Gulf Blvd.
101st Ave. Beach Access - 101st Ave. West of Gulf Blvd.
101st Ave. Access - 101st Ave. East of Gulf Blvd.
102nd Ave. Beach Access - 102nd Ave. West of Gulf Blvd.
102nd Ave. Access - 102nd Ave. East of Gulf Blvd.
103rd Ave. Beach Access - 103rd Ave. West of Gulf Blvd.
Gulf Front Park - 104th Ave. West of Gulf Blvd
Community Center Lot - 154 106th Ave.
Treasure Bay Lot - 10315 Paradise Blvd.
Rosselli Park - 2nd St. East at Capri Cir. South
119th Ave. Access - 119th Ave. East of 1st St. East
120th Ave. Beach Access - 120th Ave. West of Sunshine Ln.
120th Ave. Access - 120th Ave. East of Lagoon Ln.
121st Ave. Beach Access - 121st Ave. West of Sunshine Ln.
121st Ave. Access - 121st Ave. East of Lagoon Ln.
122nd Ave. Access - 122nd Ave. East of Lagoon Ln.
123rd Ave. Boat Ramp - 123rd Ave. East of Lagoon Ln.
123rd Ave. Beach Access - 123rd Ave. West of Sunshine Ln.
124th Ave. Beach Access - 124th Ave. West of 1st St. West
124th Ave. Access - 124th Ave. East of Lagoon Ln.
125th Ave. Beach Access - 125th Ave. West of 1st St. East
125th Ave. Access - 125th Ave. East of Lagoon Ln.
126th Ave. Beach Access - 126th Ave. West of 1st St. East
127th Ave. Beach Access - 127th Ave. West of Sunshine Ln.
127th Axe. Access - 127th Axe. East of Lauoon Ln.

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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3.

RECYCLING SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY DROP-OFF SITES

The City currently uses four community recycling drop-off centers. The recycling centers are at
the following locations:
No. Containers
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Community Drop-Off Locations
Rinti Billed (iull Lot - West (iull'Bkd at 8lsl Ave.
Treasure Bay Lot - 10315 Paradise Blvd.
City Hall Lot- 120 108th Ave.
Rossclli Park - 2nd St. East at Capri Cir. South
Total No* Containers

1 container
1 container
2 containers
2 containers
6
4
Total No. Locations '

The contractor must provide a total of six closed-top, 10-yard, roll-off style single stream recycling
containers at the existing drop-off sites. Each container must have side doors or slots to simplify
residential use. Each container must be serviced twice per week. The City may elect to discontinue
use of some or all drop-off sites at any time.
The above chart represents the current community drop of locations for the City. At the City's
discretion, the above locations may change over the course of the contract. The Contractor shall
not adjust the price of services due to a change of location.
At the City's discretion, at any time, the City may reduce the number of containers or remove a
drop off location in its entirety. If the City takes such action, the Contractor shall reduce the cost
for the service accordingly.
4.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Within 10 days of contract execution, the recycling contractor must provide each customer and the
listed City facilities with rollout (wheeled) container sized between 60 and 96 gallons for single
stream recycling collection. Size and color selections are to be made by the contractor, but must
be uniform throughout the City. Additionally, the contractor will provide customers with a smaller
rollout container sized between 30 and 40 gallons, if requested by the customer, at no cost. All
recycling carts must be clearly marked with the word "RECYCLING" or an easily-recognizable
symbol to indicate that it is a container for the collection of materials to be recycled. The contractor
shall be solely responsible for the furnishing, maintaining, and exchanging all recycling containers.
The Contractor shall provide a replacement recycling container to customers within two working
days, upon request. At the end of the contract, at the contractor's sole expense, the contractor shall
collect all issued recycling containers and either reuse or recycle them within one week.
The list of single stream recyclable materials to be collected by the Contractor must include, but
may not be limited to the following:
Plastics #1-7

Newspaper & Newspaper Insert

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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Magazines & Catalogs

Office Paper, Junk Mail & Envelopes

Cardboard (flattened)

Boxboard (cereal, cake & cracker boxes)

Brown Paper Bags (grocery type)

Aluminum Cans & Foil

Tin & Steel Cans (rinsed)

Glass Jars & Bottles (all colors)

Plastic Milk Jugs

Plastic Bottles & Containers
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H.7.a

Phone Books
If at any point the contractor deems the collection or processing of any of the items listed above
to be infeasible, it is the responsibility of the contractor to notify the City in a timely manner and
to provide justification for eliminating such items. Likewise, the contractor shall notify the City
if there are any additional items accepted, for public education purposes.
5.

STATISTICS

The Contractor must provide all available statistics to the City, upon request. Requested
information may include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Life cycle data of collected materials
Percentage of contamination
Weights/volumes of materials collected
Material processing information
Commodity values

SECTION 2.

TERM.

The term of the initial contract shall be for four (4) years six (6) months with two (2) optional,
two-year (2) renewable terms.
SECTION 3.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE CONTRACTOR.

Obligations of the CONTRACTOR shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
a.

It is understood that the CONTRACTOR shall provide and pay for all labor, tools,

materials, permits, equipment, transportation, supervision, and any and all other items or services,
of any type whatsoever, which are necessary to fully complete and deliver the services requested
by the CITY, and shall not have the authority to create, or cause to be filed, any liens for labor
and/or materials on, or against, the CITY, or any property owned by the CITY. Such lien,
attachment, or encumbrance, until it is removed, shall preclude any and all claims or demands for
any payment expected by virtue of this Contract.
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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b.

The CONTRACTOR will ensure that all of its employees, agents, sub-contractors,

representatives, volunteers, and the like, fully comply with all of the terms and conditions set
herein, when providing services for the CITY in accordance herewith.
The CONTRACTOR shall be solely responsible for the means, methods,
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c.

techniques, sequences, safety programs, and procedures necessary to properly and fully complete
the work set forth in the Scope of Services.
d.

The CONTRACTOR shall maintain an adequate and competent staff, and remain

authorized to do business within the State of Florida. The CONTRACTOR may subcontract the
services requested by the CITY; however, the CONTRACTOR is fully responsible for the
satisfactory completion of all subcontracted work.
SECTION 4,
a.

STANDARD OF CARE.
The CONTRACTOR has represented to the CITY that it possesses a level of

knowledge, experience, and expertise that is commensurate with firms in the areas of practice
required for the services to be provided. By executing this Contract, the CONTRACTOR agrees
that the CONTRACTOR will exercise that degree of care, knowledge, skill and the ability as any
other similarly situated contractor possessing the degree of skill, knowledge, experience, and
expertise within the local area, working on similar activities. The CONTRACTOR shall perform
the services requested in an efficient manner, consistent with the CITY'S stated Scope of Services
and industry standards.
b.

The CONTRACTOR covenants and agrees that it and its employees, agents,

subcontractors, representatives, volunteers, and the like, shall be bound by the same standards of
conduct as stated above.
SECTION 5.
1.

COMPENSATION.

SERVICE CHARGES
a. Single Family. City Facilities, and Community Drop-Off Center Recycling Services
i.

Rate Schedule -The CONTRACTOR shall provide single stream recycling service
to the CITY'S single family residences, selected City facilities (optional to City),
and four (4) single stream recycling drop off centers (optional to City) for the
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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period from April 1, 2017 through September 30,2021 for the pricing shown
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below.
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SECTION IV: BID FORMS

j

$3

SCHEDULE A - FOUR YEAR SIX MONTH COST TO PROVIDE SINGLE STREAM
RECYCLING SERVICE FOR SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND MUNICIPAL
FACILITIES
Pricing for Recycling Service at Single Family Homes & Selected City Facilities
Once Weekly Collection

A
B
C

D
E
F

G

Residential Curbside Collection
Service ($/home/year)
Approximate Number of Single
Family Residences
Total Annual Cost for Single
Family Residential Service
(A x B)
City Facilities Collection Service
($/faci 1 ity/year) (optional)
Number of City Facilities
(number of containers varies)
Total Annual Cost for City
Facilities Service
(D x E)
Total Cost (C + F)

4/1/2017

10/1/2017

10/1/2018

10/1/2019

10/1/2020

9/30/2017

9/30/2018

9/30/2019

9/30/2020

9/30/2021

4 YEAR
6 MONTH
TOTAL

S37.92

S78.12

$80.46

$82.87

$85.36

$364.72

2100

2100

2100

2100

2100

2100

$79,632.00

$164,041.92 $168,963.18 $174,032.07 $179,253.04 $765,922.21

S0.00

$0.00

56

$0.00

56

$0.00

56

$0.00

56

$0.00

56

56

$0.00

$0.00

$79,632.00

$164,041.92 $168,963.18 $174,032.07 $179,253.04 $765,922.21

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

SCHEDULE B - FOUR YEAR SIX MONTH COST TO PROVIDE RECYCLING
SERVICE FOR COMMUNITY DROP OFF CENTERS (OPTIONAL TO CITY)
Pricing for Recycling Service at Community Drop-Off Centers
Twice Weekly Collection
4/1/2017 9/30/2017
A
B

C

Recycle Drop-Off Center
Service ($/center/year)
Number of City Wide Recycling
Drop-Off Centers
(number of containers varies)
Total Annual Recycling
Center Service Cost
(A x B)

$16,731.12

10/1/2017 9/30/2018
$34,466.11

4

$66,924.48

4
$137,864.43

10/1/2018
9/30/2019
$35,500.09
4
$142,000,36

;

10/1/2019 —
9/30/2020
$36,565.09
4
$146,260.37

-

'... ;

10/1/2020 9/30/2021
$37,662.05
4
$150,648.18

City of Treasure Island, Florida
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Please note: In all cases, do not leave any fill-in locations for the following schedules empty. If a
service is not available or pricing does not exist, mark as not available.

H.7.a

SCHEDULE C - PROPOSED RECYCLING COLLECTION SCHEDULE
North City
(north of 107"" Ave.)

Residential & Municipal
Facilities Collection Service
(once weekly)
Community Drop-Off Centers
Collection Service
(twice weekly)

Tuesday

Residential N/A
& Facilities
Services
N/A

Roll Off
Service

Thursday

Friday

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Residential & N/A
Facilities
Services

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Friday

Roll Off
Service

Indicate which days collection will occur.

SCHEDULE D - PROPOSED RECYCLING CONTAINER SIZES & COLOR FOR
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND MUNICIPAL FACILITIES
Optional Small Cart Si/e

Residential &
Municipal Facilities
Collection Service

35 gallon

65 gallon

Green

REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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Monday

South City
(south of 107th Ave.)

H.7.a

4 YEAR 6 MONTH COST TO PROVIDE SINGLE STREAM RECYCLING SERVICE
FOR SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND MUNICIPAL FACILITIES

Residential Curbside Collection
Service ($/home/year)
Approximate Number of Single
Family Residences
Total Annual Cost for Single
Family Residential Service
(A x B)
City Facilities Collection Service
($/faci lity/year) (optional)
Number of City Facilities
(number of containers varies)
Total Annual Cost for City
Facilities
(D x E)
Total Cost (

4/1/2017

10/1/2017

10/1/2018

10/1/2019

10/1/2020

9/30/2017

9/30/2018

9/30/2019

9/30/2020

9/30/2021

4 YEAR
6 MONTH
TOTAL

2100

2100

2100

2100

2100

2100

56

56

56

56

56

56

4 YEAR 6 MONTH COST TO PROVIDE RECYCLING SERVICE FOR COMMUNITY
DROP OFF CENTERS (OPTIONAL TO CITY)

4/1/2017
9/30/2017

10/1/2017 9/30/2018

10/1/2018
9/30/2019

10/1/2019 9/30/2020

10/1/2020
9/30/2021

Recycle Drop-Off Center
Service ($/center/year)
Number of City Wide Recycling
Drop-Off Centers
(number of containers varies)
Total Annual Recycling
Center Service Cost
'
(Ax B)
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Pricing for Recycling Service at Single Family Homes & Selected City Facilities
Once Weekly Collection

H.7.a

The CONTRACTOR agrees, for the consideration herein in the amount of
(total for all 4 years 6 months) and at its own cost and expense, to do
all the work and furnish all of the materials, equipment, supplies and labor

in this Contract, CITY Authorized Change Orders and any Addenda,
ii.

Extraordinary Rate Adjustment - The CONTRACTOR may petition the CITY for
an additional rate adjustment on the basis of extraordinary or unusual cost of
operations that could not be reasonably foreseen by the CONTRACTOR arising
during the life of the Contract. CONTRACTOR'S request for a rate adjustment
shall be accompanied by substantive evidence and justification for the request.
Such evidence shall be presented in writing to the Director of Public Works of the
CITY. Upon receipt of the request by the CONTRACTOR, the Director may
request additional evidence and documentation supporting the request. The
Director may recommend approval of all, part or none of the request. A rejection
of any part or the entire request by the Director shall be final. The approval of any
increase considered and recommended by the Director shall be subject to final
approval by the CITY Manager and/or CITY Commission. Any rate adjustment
granted shall also be subject to the reduction of that rate should the costs that
required that adjustment decrease. Once an adjustment in rates is granted to the
CONTRACTOR it shall be the CONTRACTOR'S responsibility to report with his
invoice on the costs requiring the increase compared to the trigger point causing
the approved adjustment. Failure to provide this report may result in a delay in
processing the invoice until such report is received. Extraordinary rate
adjustments shall not include consideration for variation in fuel prices or fuel
taxes.

a.

The amount to be paid under this Contract shall be based on the prices supplied by

the CONTRACTOR in the Bid submittal. The CONTRACTOR agrees, for the consideration
herein, a Not To Exceed Amount of $

at its own cost and expense, to do all the

work and furnish all of the materials, and labor necessary to carry out this Contract in the manner
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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necessary to carry out this Contract in the manner and to the full extent as set forth

H.7.a

and to the full extent as set forth in the Scope of the attached bid. The CITY shall have at all time,
full opportunity to inspect the materials to be furnished and the Work to be performed under this
CONTRACT.
Compensation for services completed by the CONTRACTOR will be paid in
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b.

accordance with Section 218.70, Florida Statutes, and Florida's Prompt Payment Act.
c.

Services to be performed in accordance with this Contract are subject to the annual

appropriation of funds by the CITY. In its sole discretion, the CITY reserves the right to forgo use
of the CONTRACTOR for any project which may fall within the Scope of Services listed herein.
In the event the CITY is not satisfied with the services provided by the CONTRACTOR, the CITY
will hold any amounts due until such time as the CONTRACTOR has appropriately addressed the
problem.
SECTION 6.

TERMINATION.

The City may terminate this Agreement with or without cause, given thirty (30) days written notice
to CONTRACTOR prior to the effective date of such cancellation.
SECTION 7.
a.

PAYMENT WHEN SERVICES ARE TERMINATED.
In the event of termination of this Contract by the CITY, and not due to the fault of

the CONTRACTOR, the CITY shall compensate the CONTRACTOR for all authorized services
performed prior to the effective date of termination.
b.

In the event of termination of this Contract due to the fault of the CONTRACTOR,

or at the written request of the CONTRACTOR, the CITY shall compensate the CONTRACTOR
for all authorized services completed, prior to the effective date of termination, which have resulted
in a usable product or otherwise tangible benefit to the CITY. All such payments shall be subject
to an offset for any damages incurred by the CITY resulting from any delay occasioned by early
termination. This provision shall in no way be construed as the sole remedy available to the CITY
in the event of breach by the CONTRACTOR.
SECTION 8.

INSURANCE.

The CONTRACTOR shall maintain such insurance as specified in Section IV General Conditions,
Paragraph 32 of ITB No. 1617-09 to protect the CITY from any or all claims for property damage,
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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SECTION 12.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.

This Contract does not create an employee/employer relationship between the parties. It is the
parties' intention that the CONTRACTOR, its employees, sub-contractors, representatives,
all purposes, including, but not limited to, the application of the following, as amended: the Fair
Labor Standards Act minimum wage and overtime payments, the Federal Insurance Contribution
Act, the Social Security Act, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, the provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code, the State of Florida revenue and taxation laws, the State of Florida workers'
compensation laws, the State of Florida unemployment insurance laws, and the Florida Retirement
System benefits. The CONTRACTOR will retain sole and absolute discretion in the judgement of
the manner and means of carrying out the CONTRACTOR'S activities and responsibilities
hereunder.
SECTION 13.

.
APPLICABLE LICENSING.

The CONTRACTOR, at its sole expense, shall obtain all required federal, state, and local licenses,
occupational and otherwise, required to successfully providing the services set forth herein.
SECTION 14.

COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS.

The CONTRACTOR, at its sole expense, shall comply with all laws, ordinances, judicial
decisions, orders, and regulations of federal, state, county, and CITY, as well as their respective
departments, commissions, boards, and officers, which are in effect at the time of execution of this
Contract or are adopted at any time following the execution of his Contract.
SECTION 15.

INDEMNIFICATION.

The CONTRACTOR agrees to be liable for any and all damages, losses, and expenses incurred,
by the CITY, caused by the acts and/or omissions of the CONTRACTOR, or any of its employees,
agents, sub-contractors, representatives, volunteers, or the like. The CONTRACTOR agrees to
indemnify, defend and hold the CITY harmless for any and all claims, suits, judgments, or
damages, losses and expenses, including but not limited to, court costs, expert witnesses,
consultation services and attorney's fees, arising from any and all acts and/or omission of the
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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volunteers, and the like, will be an independent contractor and not an employee of the CITY for

H.7.a

CONTRACTOR, or any of its employees, agents, sub-contractors, representatives, volunteers, or
the like. Said indemnification, defense, and hold harmless actions shall not be limited by any
insurance amounts required hereunder.

This provision shall survive termination of the

SECTION 16.
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CONTRACT.

SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

The CITY expressly retains all rights, benefits and immunities of sovereign immunity in
accordance with Section 768.28, Florida Statutes. Notwithstanding anything set forth in any
section, article or paragraph of this Contract to the contrary, which may have been adopted by the
Florida Legislature or may be adopted by the Florida Legislature, and the cap on the amount and
liability of the CITY for damages, attorney fees and costs, regardless of the number or nature of
claims in tort, equity or contract, shall not exceed the dollar amount set by the Florida Legislature
for tort. Nothing in this Contract shall inure to the benefit of any third party for the purpose of
allowing any claim against the CITY which would otherwise be barred under the Doctrine of
Sovereign Immunity or operation of law.
SECTION 17.

BANKRUPTCY OR INSOLVENCY.

If the CONTRACTOR shall file a Petition in Bankruptcy, or if the same shall be adjudged bankrupt
or insolvent by any Court, or if a receiver of the property of the CONTRACTOR shall be appointed
in any proceeding brought by or against the CONTRACTOR, or if the CONTRACTOR shall make
an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or proceedings shall be commenced on or against the
CONTRACTOR'S operations of the premises, the CITY may terminate this Contract immediately
notwithstanding the notice requirements of Section 6 hereof.
SECTION 18.

BINDING EFFECT.

This Contract shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, their heirs,
personal representatives, successors, and/or assigns.
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SECTION 19.

ASSIGNMENT.

This Contract shall only be assignable by the CONTRACTOR upon the express written consent

SECTION 20.

SEVERABILITY.

All clauses found herein shall act independently of each other. If a clause is found to be illegal or
unenforceable, it shall have no effect on any other provision of this Contract. It is understood by
the parties hereto that if any part, term, or provision of this Contract is by the courts held to be
illegal or in conflict with any law of the State of Florida, or the United States, the validity of the
remaining portions or provisions shall not be affected, and the rights and obligations of the parties
shall be construed and enforced as if the Contract did not contain the particular part, term, or
provision held to be invalid.
SECTION 21.

WAIVER.

Failure of the parties to insist upon strict performance of any of the covenants, terms, provisions,
or conditions, or conditions of this Contract, or to exercise any right or option herein contained
shall not be construed as a waiver or a relinquishment for the future of any such covenant, term,
provision, condition, or right of election, but same shall remain in full force and effect.
SECTION 22.

MODIFICATION.

The covenants, terms, and provisions of this Contract may be modified by way of a written
instrument, mutually accepted by the parties hereto. In the event of a conflict between the
covenants, terms, and/or provisions of this Contract and any written Amendment(s) hereto, the
provisions of the latest executed instrument shall take precedence.
SECTION 23.

HEADINGS.

All headings of the sections, exhibits, and attachments contained in this Contract are for the
purpose of convenience only and shall not be deemed to expand, limit or change the provisions
contained in such sections, exhibits, and attachments.
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SECTION 24.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

In the event the CITY issues a purchase order, memorandum, letter, or any other instrument
addressing the services, work, and materials to be provided and performed pursuant to this
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Contract, it is hereby specifically agreed and understood that any such purchase order,
memorandum, letter, or other instrument is for the CITY'S internal purposes only, and any and all
terms, provisions, and conditions contained herein, whether printed or written, shall in no way
modify the covenants, terms, and provisions of this Contract and shall have no force or effect
thereon.
SECTION 25.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST.

The CONTRACTOR warrants that the CONTRACTOR has not employed or retrained any
company or person, other than a bona fide employee working solely for the CONTRACTOR, to
solicit or secure this Contract, and that the CONTRACTOR has not paid or agreed to pay any
person, company, corporation, individual, or firm any fee, commission, percentage, gift, or any
other consideration, contingent upon or resulting from the award or making of this Contract. For
the breach or violation of this Paragraph, the CITY shall have the right to terminate this Contract
immediately, without liability and without regard to the notice requirements of Section 6 hereof.
SECTION 26.

EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION (E-VERIFY).

In accordance with the State of Florida, Office of the Governor, Executive Order 11-116
(superseding Executive Order 11-02; Verification of Employment Status), in the event
performance of this Contract is or will be funded using state of federal funds, the CONTRACTOR
must comply with the Employment Eligibility Verification Program ("E-Verify Program")
developed by the federal government to verify the eligibility of individuals to work in the United
States and 48 CFR 52.222-54 (as-amended) is incorporated herein by reference. If applicable, in
accordance with Subpart 22.18 of the Federal Acquisition Register, the CONTRACTOR must (1)
enroll in the E-Verify Program, (2) use E-Verify to verify the employment eligibility of all new
hires working in the United States, except if the CONTRACTOR may choose to verify only new
hires assigned to the Contract; (3) use E-Verify to verify the employment eligibility of all
employees assigned to the Contract; and (4) include these requirement in certain subcontract, such
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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as construction. Information on registration for and use of the E-Verify Program can be obtained
via the internet at the Department of Homeland Security Web site: http://www.dhs.gov/E-Verifv.
JOINT AUTHORSHIP.

This Contract shall be construed as resulting from joint negotiation and authorship. No part of this
Contract shall be construed as the product of any one of the parties hereto.
SECTION 28.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

The CONTRACTOR is an Equal Opportunity Employer and will comply with all equal
opportunity employment laws. The CONTRACTOR will further ensure that all sub-contractors it
utilizes in providing the services required hereunder will comply with all equal opportunity
employment laws.
SECTION 29.

AUDITING. RECORDS. AND INSPECTIONS.

In the performance of this Contract, the CONTRACTOR shall keep books, records, and accounts
of all activities, related to the Contract, in compliance with generally accepted accounting
procedures. Throughout the term of this Contract, books, records, and accounts related to the
performance of this Contract shall be open to inspection during regular business hours by an
authorized representative of the CITY, and shall be retained by the CONTRACTOR for a period
of three years after termination or completion of the Contract, or until the full CITY audit is
complete, whichever comes first. The CITY shall retain the right to audit the books during the
three-year retention period. All books, records, and accounts related to the performance of this
Contract shall be subject to the applicable provisions of the Florida Public Records Act, Chapter
119, and Florida Statutes. The CITY also has the right to conduct an audit within sixty (60) days
from the effective date of this Contract to determine whether the CONTRACTOR has the ability
to fulfill its contractual obligations to the satisfaction of the CITY. The CITY has the right to
terminate this Contract based upon its findings in this audit without regard to the termination
provision set forth herein.
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SECTION 30.

SCHEDULE.

The CONTRACTOR agrees to commence work under this CONTRACT within ten (10) days from
the date set forth in the "Notice to Proceed" (NTP) issued by the CITY, to comply with all time
between the hours of 7 AM and 6 PM on the day(s) agreed to by the City. The schedule for this
service will be provided once weekly for all single family customers and City facilities. The
selected contractor may either break up the collection between to occur over two days or perform
all single family/City facility collections in one day. If two days are selected, the consultant must
collect recycling from single family homes on the north side of the City (north of 107th Avenue)
on either Monday or Thursday and collect from the south side of the City on either Tuesday or
Friday. If one day is selected for all single family recycling collection, it must take place on either
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, or Friday. Community recycling drop-off centers must be serviced
twice per week Monday through Friday. Once a schedule has been established, it must be held for
the duration of the contract.
SECTION 31.

PUBLIC RECORDS.

The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with the Florida Public Records Act, as applicable, including,
but not limited to Section 119.0701 of the Florida Statutes. Documents which are considered public
records herein under Florida law include, but are not limited to: records related to the entry,
management and implementation of the contract itself; emails/correspondence between the CITY
and the CONTRACTOR related to the contract; emails or correspondence from all other entities
related to the contract (i.e., subcontractors, suppliers, vendors, etc.); billing and related
documents; plans or other documents that may be necessary, reports, etc.; subcontracts; and, all
vendor invoices. The CONTRACTOR agrees, to the extent required by law, to:
a.

Keep and maintain public records that ordinarily and necessarily would be required
by the public agency in perfonning the services of the Contract;

b.

Provide the public with access to the public records under the same terms and
conditions that the CITY would provide the records and at a cost that does not
exceed the cost provided for by law;
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c.

Ensure that the public records that are exempt or confidential, and exempt from
public record disclosure requirements, are not disclosed, except as authorized by
law; and
Meet all requirements where retained public records and transfer, at no cost, to the
Attachment: H.7 (Res. 17-94 : Res 17-94, Authorizing Continued Use of Community Drop Off Sites)

d.

CITY, all public records in possession of the CONTRACTOR, upon termination or
completion of the Contract and destroy any duplicate public records that are exempt or
confidential, or exempt from public record disclosure requirements.
Furthermore, the CONTRACTOR agrees that all records stored electronically shall be provided to the
CITY in a format that is compatible with the information technology systems of the CITY. The
CONTRACTOR shall promptly provide the CITY with a copy of any request to inspect or copy public
records that CONTRACTOR receives and a copy of the CONTRACTOR'S response to each request.
The CONTRACTOR understands and agrees that failure to provide access to the public records shall
be a material breach of the Contract and grounds for termination.

IF THE CONTRACTOR HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE
APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO THE
CONTRACTOR'S DUTY TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING
TO THIS CONTRACT, CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC
RECORDS AT (727) 547-4575 ext.229,cityclerk@mvtreasureisland.org, and
City Hall, 120 108th Ave., Treasure Island, FL, 33706.
THE CONTRACTOR ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
CANNOT AND WILL NOT PROVIDE LEGAL OR BUSINESS ADVICE TO THE
CONTRACTOR WITH RESPECT TO ITS OBLIGATIONS PURSUANT TO THIS
SECTION

RELATED

TO

PUBLIC

RECORDS.

THE

CONTRACTOR

ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT WILL NOT RELY ON THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND OR ITS CITY ATTORNEY TO PROVIDE SUCH BUSINESS OR LEGAL
ADVICE

AND

THAT

CONTRACTOR

HAS

BEEN

ADVISED

TO

SEEK

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE WITH REGARD TO PUBLIC RECORDS MATTERS
ADDRESSED BY THIS AGREEMENT.
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SECTION 32.

NOTICE.

All notices required to be given to the CITY or CONTRACTOR hereunder shall be sent by (a)
registered or certified mail, whereupon notice shall be deemed to have been given on the date of
facsimile transmission, whereupon notice shall be deemed to have been given on the day of
delivery or transmission. If the day of notice is a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, notice shall
deemed to have been given on the first calendar day thereafter which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or
legal holiday. All notices required to be given to the CITY shall be made to the CITY at:
City of Treasure Island
Attention: Hal Bruce, Purchasing Coordinator
120 - 108th Avenue
Treasure Island, Florida 33706
Phone: (727)-547-4575
Fax:

(727)-547-4582

hbruce@mvlreasureisland.org
Or to such other address or facsimile number as the CITY may direct from time to time by written
notice forwarded to the CONTRACTOR as provided above.
All notices required to be given to CONTRACTOR hereunder shall be sent to CONTRACTOR
at:
Company: j^epv/bUc^
Attenti
on:
Attention:

cplctvup?- WYVt/fxI ,5CAWS rW<^r

Address: ,TJ)0 Wefif
Phone:

vi

31$-63*0

Fax:
Email: <> We^WVrvic^»&-£-£> -•
or to such address or facsimile number as the CONTRACTOR may direct from time to time by
written notice forwarded to the CITY as provided above. E-mail transmittal of notices are
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acceptance; or (b) delivery (i.e., courier or other hand delivery), overnight delivery, email or
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considered delivered as of the date of electronic transmission. Both parties will supplement
emailed notices with a formal version of the notice as outlined above.

1.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CONTRACTOR has been made aware of the Florida Public Entity Crimes Act, Section

287.133, Florida Statutes, and the CITY'S requirement that the CONTRACTOR has complied with it
in all respects prior to and will comply with it in all respects during the term of this Contract.
2.

CONTRACTOR and any Subcontractors understand and will comply with Section

22.055(5) of the Florida Statutes and thereby agree to cooperate with the inspector general in any
investigation, audit, inspection, review, or hearing pursuant to said section.
3.

The Parties represent and warrant that they have entered into this Contract relying wholly

upon their own judgment, belief and knowledge of the nature, extent, effect and duration of any
actions, damages and liability therefore. The Parties represent that they enter into this Contract without
relying upon any statement or representation of the adverse parties other than what has been set forth
in writing in this Contract. The Parties represent that they have had the opportunity to discuss this
matter with counsel of their choosing and are satisfied with its counsel and the advice received. The
Parties understand this Contract's contents and agree that this Contract shall not be construed more
strongly against any party hereto, regardless of who is responsible for its preparation or drafting. The
Parties further declare and represent that no promise, inducement, agreement or understanding not
herein expressed has been made to an adverse party and that the terms of this Contract are contractual
and not a mere recital. This Contract shall be deemed and treated as drafted jointly by all the Parties,
and no term, condition or provision of this Contract shall be construed more strictly against any Party.
4.

All words used herein in the singular shall extend to and include the plural, and the use of any

gender shall extend to and include all genders. The term "including" is not limiting, and the terms
"hereof', "herein", "hereunder", and similar terms in this Contract refer to this Contract as a whole
and not to any particular provision of this Contract unless stated otherwise. The captions and
headings herein are for convenience of reference only and in no way define or limit the scope or
content of this Contract or in any way affect its provisions.
5.

Each of the Parties hereto covenants to the other party hereto that it has lawful authority to

enter into this Contract, that the governing or managing body of each of the Parties has approved
City of Treasure Island, Florida
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this Contract and that the governing or managing body of each of the Parties has authorized the
execution of this Contract in the manner hereinafter set forth.
6.

This Contract shall be executed by the respective dully authorized officials, and shall take
Attachment: H.7 (Res. 17-94 : Res 17-94, Authorizing Continued Use of Community Drop Off Sites)

effect as of the day and year first above written.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and Contractor have signed this Contract.

As To
City of Treasure Island

VV]

Attest
Approved as to form:
City Attorney

Witnesses:

6d-K

As To Contractor

Jbf
Name:

Title:

Oz
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
Item No. H. 8.

DATE:

July 21, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Stacy Boyles, Assistant Public Works Director

SUBJECT: Res. 17-90 New Recycling Rate Effective October 2, 2017
Res. 17-94 Authorization for the Continued Use of the City’s Four
Commercial Recycling Drop-Off Sites until a Multi-Family Recycling
Program is Established

BACKGROUND
In contribution to the State’s recycling goals, the City of Treasure Island provides recycling
services to single family residential homes and complexes of five units and less through
its contractor, Republic Services. For multifamily residences, Republic Services provides
collection service at four community drop-off recycling centers located throughout the
City. After a competitive process was conducted, the City entered into a new recycling
contract with Republic Services in April 2017.
The new contract is priced significantly higher than the previous contract, largely due to
the cost associated with servicing the City’s four community recycling drop-off centers,
which makes up approximately 46% of the total contract cost. Therefore, on April 4, 2017,
Resolution 17-36 was approved which would eliminate the four commercial recycling
drop-off centers as of September 30, 2017. However, upon further review, it was found
that eliminating the drop-off areas at the end of the current fiscal year would not provide
enough time to update the sanitation ordinance, and to develop and implement a multifamily recycling program. Therefore, multi-family residents would not have recycling
available for a period of time. At the July 18, 2017 Commission Workshop, the City
Commission moved to amend Resolution 17-36 to keep the community drop-off centers
until a multi-family recycling program is implemented. Resolution 17-94 amends the
previously adopted Resolution 17-36, both of which are attached.
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August 1, 2017

POLICY / PURPOSE
State law requires that utility rate hearings be advertised. As such, notice of tonight’s
meeting was included in all of the June 5, 2017 utility bills.
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STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 4 of the City’s Strategic Plan is to preserve, protect, and promote the City’s beach
and environment. By continuing to enhance the City’s recycling program and delaying the
removal of the community drop-off sites until a multi-family recycling program has been
implemented, the City is positively contributing to this goal.

At the July 18, 2017 Commission Workshop, the City Commission chose to wait to
discontinue service for the City’s community recycling drop-off areas until a multi-family
recycling program has been established. As such, the attached Solid Waste Monthly Rate
Schedule showing the new recycling rates will become effective as of October 2017.
The rates shown for FY 2018 include a makeup rate for FY 2017 to cover a shortfall of
$98,056 due to the execution of the current recycling contract in April 2017, mid-fiscal
year.
FUNDING
Funding for the City’s recycling program, an enterprise fund, is established through fees
collected by the users of the service. The fees are established by the City’s rate schedule.
The FY 2018 rates include a make-up amount of $98,056 to cover the FY 2017 shortfall
due to the contract increase preceding this rate increase. The new recycling rates will go
into effect as of October 2017.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends that the City Commission approve the following resolutions:
-

Resolution 17-94 authorizing the continued use of the City’s four commercial
recycling drop-off sites be kept until a multi-family recycling program is established.
Resolution 17-94 amends Resolution 17-36 which eliminated the four community
recycling drop-off sites as of September 30, 2017; and

-

Resolution 17-90 which establishes new recycling rates effective billing cycles after
October 2017.

ATTACHMENTS
Resolution 17-90 New Recycling Rate Effective October 2, 2017, Solid Waste Monthly
Rate Schedule

Attachment: H.8 (Res. 17-90 : Res 17-90 New Recycling Rate Effective October 2, 2017)

ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION

Exhibit 1 – Solid Waste Rate Schedule
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RESOLUTION NO. 17-90
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF
TREASURE
ISLAND
AUTHORIZING
THE
MODIFICATION TO THE RECYCLING MONTHLY RATE
SCHEDULE AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, Invitation to Bid 1617-09 for recycling services was advertised on
February 6, 2017 and yielded two responsive bidders; and
WHEREAS, Republic Services of Florida, LP, Inc. was the lowest responsive
bidder with a total contract price of $1,414,553.70; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island entered into a new contract with Republic
Services, LP, Inc. for recycling services on April 4, 2017; and
WHEREAS, the new recycling contract is priced significantly higher than the City’s
previous recycling contract; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has
determined that it is in the City’s best interest to approve the revised recycling rate
structure effective October 2, 2017.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1: The modification to the monthly recycling fee as shown in the
attached Solid Waste Monthly Rate Schedule (Exhibit 1) is approved.
Section 2:

This resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.

The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of
the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the first day of August 2017 by ________
who moved its adoption; was seconded by ________ and upon roll call, the vote was:
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:
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WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island provides recycling services for single
family residential homes, residential units of five and less, and community drop-off sites
through the use of a collection and processing contractor; and

__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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Resolution 17-90
Approved 8-1-17
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES INCLUDE: One City supplied 60 or 90 gallon container picked up twice weekly, One City supplied recycling container picked up once
weekly, yard waste* picked up once weekly.
Unit
Single Family
Duplex
Triplex
4 Units
5 Units
6+ Units
Extra Trash Can Service

Solid Waste
Recycling with Drop Off Sites
Monthly Total
$15.20
$11.50
$26.70
$30.41
$23.00
$53.41
$45.61
$34.42
$80.03
$60.82
$45.92
$106.74
$76.02
$57.42
$133.44
See Commercial Rates
$11.50
$7.60 (One-Time Fee for Extra Can is $64.20)

Extra Dumpster
1 - yard
$11.50
2 - yard
$23.00
3 - yard
$34.50

COMMERCIAL BULK CONTAINER:
Fees below are calculated as follows:($11.4642) X (container size, in cubic yards) X (# of weekly pickups) X (52 weeks) / (12 months)
Container Size
(Cubic Yards)
2
3
1
$99.36
$149.04
2
$198.71
$298.07
3
$298.07
$447.11
Recycling Service for $11.33 monthly per account

Pickups per Week
4
$198.71
$397.43
$596.14

5
$248.40
$496.78
$745.18

6
$298.07
$596.14
$894.21

7
$347.75
$695.49
$1,043.24

6
$894.21
$1,788.42
$2,682.62

7
$1,043.24
$2,086.45
$3,129.73

COMPACTED COMMERCIAL BULK CONTAINER:
The following fees are calculated by multiplying the rates in Commercial Bulk Container rates above by three (3).
Container Size
(In Cubic Yards)
2
3
1
$298.07
$447.11
2
$596.14
$894.21
3
$894.21
$1,341.32
Recycling Service for $11.33 monthly per account

Pickups per Week
4
$596.14
$1,192.29
$1,788.41

5
$745.20
$1,490.35
$2,235.52

Special Pick Up Rate:
Household waste including but not limited to appliances, furniture is $10.00, plus $5.00 for each item with appliances being
$10.00 each.
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City of Treasure Island, Florida
Solid Waste Monthly Rate Schedule
Effective October 2017 Billing Cycle (recycling fee change only)

*Yard Waste Pick Up Rate:
Each hopper in excess of the two hoppers included in residential service is $5.00 each.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
Item No. H. 9.

DATE:

July 24, 2017

TO:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

FROM:

Amy Davis, Interim City Manager

SUBJECT: Resolution 17-92, Proposed Property Tax Millage Rate for FY 2018
BACKGROUND
Each year the City is required to calculate and set an ad valorem millage rate per Chapter
200 of the Florida Statutes, Determination of Millage. Attached is the TRIM Calendar
providing the timeline for setting the millage rate. The setting of a millage rate at this time
is a proposed millage that the Pinellas County Property Appraiser will use to generate the
TRIM Notices. In September, the Commission will formally adopt the millage rate to levy
property tax for FY 2018.
POLICY / PURPOSE
To adopted the proposed millage rate for FY 2018 from which Pinellas Property Appraiser
Office will calculate the TRIM notices that will be sent to property owners August 21,
2017.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
None, this is a regulatory step in the annual budget process.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
The Certification of Taxable Property Value was received from the Pinellas County
Property Appraiser’s office on July 1, 2017. The City of Treasure Island’s total taxable
property value for the FY 2018 budget is $1,735,579,900 representing an increase of
$140,556,717 or 8.81% from the prior year as shown below along with a 5-year history.
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Taxable Property Value
$1,300,698,703
$1,389,609,958
$1,487,100,050
$1,595,023,183
$1,735,579,900

% Difference
4.48%
6.84%
7.02%
7.26%
8.81%

This will be the fifth consecutive year taxable property values have increased, following
five years of consecutive declines with a cumulative impact of -38% on the City’s taxable
values. As a result, while there is an increase of 8.81% from the prior year, the taxable
values are still 6.5% lower than the City’s taxable value pre-recession (FY 2008). The
fiscal years of 2009 to 2013 where property values were declining had a significant impact
on the City’s revenues since ad valorem taxes is one of the City’s major revenue streams.
The economic growth has caused property values to slowly rise throughout the County,
with the average county-wide property increase being 7.91%.
Components of the Taxable Value Change:
New Taxable Value (new construction, additions, rehabs)
Increase in Values of Existing Property
Net Change in Taxable Value

$20,195,201
$120,361,516
$140,556,717

1.27%
7.55%
8.81%

Rolled-Back Millage Rate:
The rolled-back millage rate is defined as the millage rate that would produce the same
amount of ad valorem revenue as the prior year, exclusive of new taxable value. The FY
2018 rolled-back rate is 3.1027 mills generating a tax levy of $5,384,984.
Proposed Millage Rate:
The Proposed FY 2018 General Fund Budget is predicated on approval of a millage rate
of 3.3368 mills which is the same millage rate as last year and is 7.55% above the rolledback rate. Using a 97% collection rate, the projected ad valorem revenues of $5,617,545
is included in the proposed budget, generating $454,939 additional revenue over last
year.
Breakdown of ad valorem revenue:
$4,523,261 2.6868 General Operations
757,581 .4500 Replacement Revenue for pledged revenue for bridge/beach trail debt
168,351 .1000 Bridge renewal and replacement assignment
168,351 .1000 City Facilities renewal and replacement assignment
$5,617,545 3.3368

Attachment: H.9 (Res. 17-92 : Res 17-92, Proposed Property Tax Millage Rate for FY 2018)

Fiscal Year
FY 2014
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
Preliminary FY 2018

The proposed millage rate is important because, once set, it cannot be increased unless
each taxpayer is mailed a revised Notice of Proposed Property Tax. The final millage rate
adopted cannot exceed the proposed millage rate. The Interim City Manager’s
Proposed FY 2018 Budget using the millage rate of 3.3368 mills will require a 4 out of 5
majority vote of Commission to adopt because it exceeds the maximum millage rate
calculation.
Page 2
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Budget Public Hearings:

Any change in the meeting time of the first public hearing on the budget will require notice
to each City property taxpayer. The Budget Public Hearings will be held on:
Tuesday, September 5, 2017 at 6:00 pm
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 at 6:00 pm
The budget hearing dates do not conflict with the meeting dates of the School Board or
Pinellas County and the Commission will hold its regular monthly meetings and
workshops after the budget public hearings.
FUNDING
No immediate funding impact.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Interim City Manager’s Proposed FY 2018 Budget is based on a millage rate of
3.3368 mills. Staff recommends that Commission approve Resolution 17-92, setting the
proposed millage rate at 3.3368 mills and holding the first public hearing of the budget on
Tuesday, September 5, 2017 at 6:00 pm.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Municipal Millage Rate Comparison in Pinellas County with updated July 1 Taxable
Property Values
2. Truth in Millage (TRIM) Calendar

Attachment: H.9 (Res. 17-92 : Res 17-92, Proposed Property Tax Millage Rate for FY 2018)

The City must hold two public hearings on the millage rate and budget, and the City’s
meetings cannot be on the same date as that of the County Commission or the School
Board meetings to set its millage rates. The TRIM notice will calculate property taxes
using the proposed FY 2018 tax rates for all taxing entities, including the City of Treasure
Island, as well as the time, date and place for the first public hearing for the property tax
rate and budget adoption.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Taxing Authority
St. Petersburg
Belleair
Pinellas Park
Tarpon Springs
Largo
Belleair Bluffs
Pinellas County
Clearwater
Kenneth City
Dunedin
Oldsmar
Gulfport
Safety Harbor
Treasure Island
South Pasadena
St. Pete Beach
Seminole
Madeira Beach
Belleair Beach
Indian Rocks Beach
Indian Shores
Redington Beach
Redington Shores
N. Redington Beach
Belleair Shore
Average

FY 2018
Preliminary
July 1 Taxable
(July 1)
Value Change Taxable Value
9.42%
17,405,088,450
6.35%
713,138,935
7.18%
3,307,762,401
7.90%
1,701,622,702
7.99%
4,367,692,783
7.07%
211,033,907
7.97%
73,604,866,454
8.32%
10,182,030,117
9.57%
151,584,417
9.59%
2,353,264,767
4.34%
1,288,667,989
7.73%
867,360,365
7.11%
1,211,481,225
8.81%
1,735,579,900
5.73%
581,618,445
7.31%
2,738,866,570
10.26%
1,320,078,064
8.19%
1,170,186,416
7.46%
512,721,207
11.69%
1,092,375,086
8.40%
876,346,903
6.62%
451,997,004
8.47%
675,166,851
3.66%
482,249,041
10.61%
141,929,188
7.91%

FY 2017
6.7550
5.9257
5.4900
5.4200
5.3705
5.3500
5.2755
5.1550
4.7592
4.1345
4.0500
4.0390
3.9500
3.3368
3.2500
3.1500
2.4793
2.2000
2.0394
1.9300
1.8700
1.8149
1.8000
0.7511
0.7294

FY 2016
6.7700
5.9257
5.5862
5.4500
5.3705
5.3500
5.2755
5.1550
4.7592
4.1345
4.0500
4.0390
4.0479
3.3368
3.2500
3.1500
2.4793
2.2000
2.0394
2.0000
1.8700
1.9410
2.0000
0.7511
0.7283
3.6664

FY 2015
6.7700
5.9257
5.5862
5.4500
5.1943
5.3500
5.2755
5.1550
4.7592
3.7345
4.0500
4.0390
4.0479
3.3368
2.0105
3.1500
2.4793
1.9900
2.0394
2.0000
1.8700
1.9410
2.0000
0.7511
0.6175
3.5809

FY 2014
6.7700
6.0257
5.5862
5.4500
5.2139
5.3500
5.2755
5.1550
4.7592
3.7345
4.0500
4.0390
3.7343
3.3368
1.6985
2.8569
2.4793
1.7900
2.0394
2.0000
1.8700
1.9410
2.0000
0.7511
0.6175
3.5410

FY 2013
6.7742
5.9432
5.5862
5.4500
4.9999
5.3500
5.0105
5.1550
4.7592
3.3817
4.0500
4.0390
3.3808
3.1368
1.6985
3.2819
2.4793
1.7900
2.0394
2.0000
1.8700
1.9410
2.0000
0.7511
0.6646
3.5013

FY 2012
5.9125
5.9432
5.4269
5.4500
4.5594
5.3500
4.8108
5.1550
4.8999
3.3817
4.0500
4.0000
3.3808
3.1368
1.6985
2.9464
2.4793
1.7954
1.9800
2.0000
1.8500
1.9410
2.0000
0.7511
0.6646
3.4225

FY 2011
5.9125
4.5605
4.5478
4.9500
4.3113
4.3500
4.8108
5.1550
4.6235
3.5597
4.0500
3.4742
3.0674
2.6868
1.6985
2.5588
2.4793
1.7954
1.9800
2.0000
1.7500
1.9410
2.0000
0.7511
0.5988
3.1845
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Municipal Millage Rate Comparison in Pinellas County
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2017 TAX ROLL / BUDGET / MILLAGE CALENDAR
ACTIVITY

REFERENCE

June 1

Property Appraiser delivers estimate of taxable value to taxing authorities

200.065(7)

July 1 (Sat.)

Property Appraiser delivers certification of taxable value (DR-420) to taxing
authorities. (If roll cert date is earlier, July 1 will be used to determine time periods and

193.023(1)
200.065(1)

Aug 4 (Fri.)

Taxing Authorities notify Property Appraiser of proposed millage rate,
date/time/place of 1st public budget hearing (return completed DR-420)

200.065(2)(b)

Aug 21 (Mon.)

Property Appraiser mails TRIM Notices

200.065(2)(b)

Sept 3 –
Sept 18

Taxing Authorities hold 1st public hearing to adopt a tentative budget and millage
rate (between 65 and 80 days after certification, at least 10 days after TRIM mailing)

200.065(2)(c)

______

Taxing Authorities advertise intent to adopt a final budget and millage rate and
final public hearing schedule (ad to appear within 15 days of adoption of tentative
budget). Check ad format/content carefully!

200.065(2)(d)
200.065(3)

______ –
Oct 3 (Tues.)

Taxing Authorities hold final public hearing to adopt final budget and millage rate
(between 2 & 5 days after ad appears)

200.065(2)(d)

______

Taxing Authorities forward millage rate to Property Appraiser, Tax Collector, &
DOR (within 3 days after adoption of resolution or ordinance)

200.065(4)

Sept 12 (Tues.)

School Board budget hearing

200.065(2)

Sept 14 (Thur.)

Pinellas County BCC budget hearing

200.065(2)

Sept 15 (Fri.)

Deadline for taxpayers to file a petition with the Value Adjustment Board (within
25 days after TRIM mailing)

194.011(3)(d)

Sept 26 (Tues.)

Pinellas County BCC budget hearing (final)

200.065(2)

Oct 2 (Mon.)

Property Appraiser delivers DR-422 to taxing authorities

200.065(6)

Oct 3 (Tues.)

Tentative - Value Adjustment Board meets for first certification of tax rolls

193.122(1)

Oct 5 (Thurs.)
Oct 6 (Fri.)

Taxing Authorities return completed DR-422, millage rate is adjusted if an option
Property Appraiser extends roll to Tax Collector

200.065(6)

Mid Oct (TBD)

Value Adjustment Board hearings begin

194.032(1)(a),(c)

______

Taxing Authorities certify compliance to DOR (not later than 30 days after
adoption of ordinance or resolution establishing final budget and millage rate)

200.068

Oct 31 (Tues.)

Tax Collector mails tax bills

197.322(3)

TBD

Value Adjustment Board meets for second certification of tax rolls

193.122(3)

deadlines. Fla. Stat. s. 200.065(12); Fla. Admin. Code r. 12D-17.003(2) & 12D-17.008.)
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DATE

Note on the calculation of time: Fla. Admin. Code r. 12D-17.008 instructs us to include July 1 (the certification date) when calculating
dates on the tax roll calendar. The rule also states that the last day of the period shall be included even if it is a weekend day or
holiday. If a statutory date lands on a weekend, the weekend date is listed on this calendar. Please keep this in mind as you
coordinate your schedule for the budget year. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the Property Appraiser’s office.
12-19-2016
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RESOLUTION NO. 17-92

WHEREAS, Chapter 200 of the Florida Statutes, Determination of Millage sets
forth the procedure and time table for setting the Proposed Millage Rate for Fiscal Year
2018.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. That the City Commission does hereby set the proposed ad valorem
tax millage rate for the City of Treasure Island for the fiscal year commencing
October 1, 2017 and ending September 30, 2018 at 3.3368 mills.
Section 2. That the first public hearing of the FY 2018 Budget be scheduled for
Tuesday, September 5, 2017 at 6:00 pm.
Section 3. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City
Commission of the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the day of , 2017 by
Commissioner who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner and upon roll
call, the vote was:

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Robert Minning, Mayor
ATTEST:
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA SETTING THE
PROPOSED MILLAGE RATE OF 3.3368 MILLS FOR THE
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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